
BLUE NAIL POLISH

AKA:  BNP
AKA:  Don’cha

The working title to this collection of words was “Don’cha”, how I spelled
Pussycat Doll’s “Don’t Cha” in my mind.  The first part was written to that
song,  but  not  to  the  surface  words  or  the  ostensibly  “upbeat”  mood  it
theoretically has.  

You’ll see.

The mood of this piece is different from my usual style of writing.  It starts off
concentrating on Sookie and how things went  for her after offing Bill  but
thereafter it  progresses,  time-wise,  fairly quickly and naturally became far
more Eric-centric.  It should feel a bit…jumpy. It’s hard to explain, but know
that it should in some ways be different from my usual offerings (except that,
as usual, an E/S HEA is guaranteed).  I’m a bit hesitant to post it because of
that (probably minute) change in style, but how else will  I know what you



think of it if I don’t put on my brave pants and post the fuck out of this set of
words?

Anyway, without further ado’ing and etc.:  Go read, and lemme know what
you think.

(The fabulous banner below is by the fantastic  Gyllene – she’s also a fantastic
writer whose works you should definitely be reading!)

•~•0•~•

Disclaimer:  This is a work of fanfiction created solely because the writer has an
imagination and she likes to use it.  Sadly Meridian has not and will not derive
any income from this or any of her other fanfaction works and is unfortunately
in no way affiliated with Charlaine Harris, HBO, True Blood, or any of their
subsidiaries, accountants, or cleaning crews.  If she had been, Eric Northman's
SVM Maker would never have been an abusive  masochistic  twat,  his  TRUE
MAKER  Godric  would  never  have  been  so  very  wastefully  killed  off  for
absolutely no good reason whatsoever, and Eric and Sookie would have had a
decent HEA in both "the books" and in "the show".  Of course had that been
the case, said writer of this fanfiction would never have had to right (write) those
wrongs in various and assorted bouts of fanfiction fury.  So there; read and
enjoy.

•~•0•~•

BNP: PT 1

Sookie woke up the next afternoon after killing Bill and went through her routines
without  conscious  thought.  Her  mind  seemed  to  be  hiding  behind  a  block
somewhere,  as  though a  wall  separated her  thoughts  and her  feelings,  and she
decided that she liked it that way.
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It made life easier but the need to clean, to keep moving and moving and moving
was overwhelming.

She  managed  to  clean  the  entire  kitchen  from  ceiling  to  baseboards  before
confronting the fact that she’d killed Bill.

With her own hands she had killed the first man she’d fallen in love with, the first
man she’d ever had sex with, the first man who’d ever broken her heart.

He hadn’t been the first man to lie to her and he hadn’t been the first man to use
her, but he had been the first she had loved while he did it.

Her  eyes  dashed  frantically  around  the  now-spotless  kitchen  searching  for
something, anything, to do.

The floor…the floor could always use another good mopping. There had been so
much happen in that kitchen, so much…so much blood, so much pie, so much…so
much…

Finally she finished with the floor and was drenched with sweat.

She had just made herself a glass of iced tea when it dawned on her that she’d
killed Bill because he had asked her to, because he had demanded that she take his
life.

He had been too damn cowardly to do it himself.

And he had actually wanted her to use the last of her fairy powers to do it, too, the
bastard!

He had wanted her to change something fundamental about herself because he was
too damn cowardly to end his own weak existence with his own filthy hands.

Bill was such a fucking coward…such a liar…and he hadn’t cared one bit that,
regardless of her past, he had wanted her to become a cold blooded murderer.

He’d had the gall  to pay her…to in effect pay her to kill  him, had paid her in
money and manipulation to end his time on the earth.

And she had.



Sookie stared down at her hands as  though they belonged to someone else.

She had killed him.

She had killed her first love, her first lover, her first true romantic heartbreak and
get  back  together  and…because  of  his  own  cowardice  and  incompetence  and
strange notions that she would never, ever understand.

Her glass sailed through the kitchen window before she even realized she’d raised
her arm.

The fact that she’d killed Bill, had killed him with her own hands, sickened her.
The fact that he had emotionally manipulated her into doing it pissed her off even
more.

The fact  that  she could still  hear  the sound of the broken shovel handle going
through him…

Soon every  dish,  every  glass,  every  cup,  every  breakable  thing  in  the  kitchen
littered the floor in pieces.

She had lost so much, too much.  Loved ones, friends, her cat, parts of her soul…

Her father and mother had been gone so long she barely remembered them, only
felt the void their loss had left in her life.  She had lost her grandmother, had lost
her brother who was now so lost in his own mind that she didn’t even recognize
him – didn’t want to,  even.  Tara…Tara she’d lost  long ago, and Sam…he was
nothing but a lying dog pandering for politics anymore.  Everybody who wasn’t
dead or hadn’t flow away was just an acquaintance who kept her around for their
convenience.

She’d given all that she had to give, given it willingly, and now she was left with
absolutely nothing.

Not one damn thing.

Not even her damn cat.

Sitting in the corner of her kitchen in the bright afternoon light, Sookie faced the
cold, hard fact that she had nothing and no one.



Her family…dead and gone in body or mind…or both…

Her first…everything…everything romantic was now dead and by her own hand
through his incessant manipulations.

Her…whatever  Eric  was…whatever  he’d  been…  He’d  been  hers  once…for  a
while…  Heaven had been hers for a blink in time…then she’d had to watch him
leave and her heart had been so blinded and breaking and numb and scattered that
she hadn’t realized he was taking such a huge piece of her with him, too.

But he had.

They all had.

They had all taken pieces of her that she couldn’t afford to lose – they had taken
those pieces of her with them when they left and there was no getting those pieces
back and now all those empty spaces ached and burned as they collapsed.

It was too much.

Numb now to all but the most basic functions and impulses, Sookie placed a tarp
over  the  broken window, and within  an  hour  had packed  the  few things  most
precious to her, and somehow remembered to pack some clothing, too.

She left.

She spent the first countless weeks in nameless motels in nameless small towns.
Side roads beckoned in a way she couldn’t explain, meals and showers came when
she remembered to find them, her meager pile of laundry was washed when she
had nothing even vaguely clean left to wear, and calls weren’t made because she
had no one left to call.

Eric, Jason, Tara, Sam, Arlene, Willa, even Jessica who undoubtedly hated her…in
one way or another, they were all gone from her now.

Bill… Bill had broken her trust with his cowardice and, as she eventually saw, his
manipulative ways, but at least he’d paid for her efforts with more than waves of
sickening remembrance.



After that ridiculous wedding Bill had thrust a large wad of cash at her, had told
her it was her share of his “will” he’d never actually gotten to make, and at first
she had refused to accept it.

The  thought  of  his  death  because  of  that  damn  virus  was  sickening,  but  the
knowledge that he was so fucked in the head that he refused to even take the cure
made her even sicker.

He wanted to die.

He actively wanted to die.

That concept was so foreign to her, even when his blood had coated her hands and
arms and had run down her body, she still couldn’t understand it.

But the money he had all-but forced upon her person had felt…used.

Like blood money.

It  had  felt  too  much  as  though  he  had  truly  been  buying  her  assisted-suicide
services in retrospect.

If he was so determined to die, why couldn’t he have just walked out into the sun?
Why couldn’t he have just fallen on an appropriately aimed stake?

Why did he have to bring her down with him?

No, he had kept pressing her to do his will – as usual, she eventually realized –
both  with  his  money  and  with  his  death,  and  finally  to  shut  him up  she  had
accepted the cash.

Now she was glad she had.

Whether he’d meant to or not, he’d paid the way for her to find her sanity, what
was left of it at any rate.

She knew she was lost inside, knew she was deadened and floundering, knew she
needed to find solid ground in a world that wouldn’t stop turning, but she didn’t
have any directions, no GPS, not even a compass.



Six months passed before the days and weeks stopped blurring together and her
eyes stopped just staring at the patterns of the shabby wallpaper in whatever room
she happened to be in for the night.

She had no one left, no one…no one at all, but eventually she realized that she
hadn’t lost everyone – she still had herself.

Somewhat.

Sometimes.

Sanity might be over-rated but it made buying the odd grilled cheese sandwich
easier.

One day she realized that she was bored, that she hated the used car she’d had to
buy when her former vehicle had died on some road somewhere, and out of the
blue she suddenly decided that she wanted some pretty blue nail polish.

The last realization, startling in its oddness, caused some sort of dam to break and
she had cried, wailed, for the rest of that night.

Several days later, maybe it was a week, she couldn’t remember exactly, she found
a Wal-Mart.  After  sitting  in  the  parking lot  for  half  an  hour  or  so,  the  wilted
buttercup sucked it up, and bravely entered the store. Soon enough she’d bought
that pretty blue nail polish, several different shades of it in fact, and some polish
remover and a bag of cotton balls because she’d never been able to paint between
the lines.

On a whim she also bought a local paper and was surprised to find herself in Yuma,
Arizona.

Afterward she sat in her car in the store parking lot and looked around as she let
her gleaming nails dry. The area looked much like any other big store parking lot, a
detail she found strangely comforting.

The generic impersonality of it all struck her as…perfect.

Eventually she realized that dry or not heat was heat, so she started her car. As she
circled to exit the parking lot, for the first time in recent memory she realized that



she wanted a real meal – something warm with vegetables and meat and maybe a
slice of bread.

Fearing  that  she  would  probably  get  sleepy  after  eating  more  than  a  pack  of
crackers or a bag of chips after such a long time, she guessed it had been more than
a month since her last grilled cheese sandwich, she wisely secured herself a motel
room for the night.

After a shower to wash off the car sweat, she went in search of cooked food.

As she was mopping up the gravy on her plate with the last of her bread, she
thought back to that odd little combo-appliance thing in the room. It  looked as
though a single-slice toaster, a mini-frying surface, and a 4-cup coffeemaker had
some sort of strange Twister accident and were melded together afterwards.   None
of the other motels had had anything like that, but then, this motel was decidedly…
unique anyway. The room even had a little bolted-down micro-fridge with a mini-
microwave on top of it.

Strange things looked like cooking toys, but intriguing.

She  then  realized  with  a  small  burst  of  something,  she  thought  maybe  it  was
pleasure  or  longing,  she  didn’t  care  which,  how it  might  be…nice?…to  have
something on hand for breakfast.

Breakfast…she hadn’t actively thought about “breakfast” in so long.

That night two new things happened: she returned to the motel room with a bag of
food in her hand…and considered maybe, possibly, staying a little longer in…oh,
yeah, Yuma.

She wasn’t sure why the thought occurred to her, didn’t honestly spend a lot of
time thinking about it, really, but she rarely spent more than a few nights in  any
area before moving on to whatever else there might be. Roads were wonderful
things and if you remembered to keep gas in  your car you could keep going down
them to new and other places.

Something about this place, though, seemed calming in a way she couldn’t define,
but figured it appealed because it was so completely different from everything else
she’d been used to.



Even the air smelled different.

The mid-priced motel room had been a vaguely pleasant surprise with its bright,
clean mid-century decorations, the unusually clean scent of disinfectant, and that
weird combo appliance and micro-fridge thing taking up one corner of the small
room.

Once she placed her carry-out order on the low dresser, she wiped the old looking
phone handset  on  her  jeans  a  few times,  called  the  manager, and asked about
extending her stay a whopping two more nights. She heard the older lady tapping
away on a keyboard and was kindly told to come by first thing in the morning to
pay for the additional time unless she wanted to put it on her card?

Sookie rolled her eyes. She’d never used that stupid card after she’d paid off what
little debt Gran had put on it, but had faithfully destroyed the old card and replaced
it in her wallet with the new one every year. She told the lady she’d be down in the
morning.

The  next  morning  as  the  complimentary  coffee  brewed  sluggishly  through  the
mini-coffee maker and her breakfast sat steaming on the tiny table in front of her,
she shook out the now slightly crumpled newspaper she still wasn’t sure why she’d
bought.

She didn’t particularly want to stay in the area, but she didn’t enjoy feeling as
though she was constantly running, either, no matter how pretty the roads were. It
wasn’t as though there was anything she was running from, exactly.  It wasn’t as
though anyone was looking for her. All the people who could hurt her were either
dead or presumed dead or dead by her own hand, and anyone living back  there
either didn’t count or couldn’t count.

Sookie coughed after she inhaled a sip of water during the unexpected bark of
laughter at her unintentional joke, then congratulated herself for not falling apart.
She  avoided  all  thoughts  of…back  there…whenever  possible,  but  sometimes
thoughts of him, of what killing him had felt like, of his manic insistence, of his…

Suddenly  her  breakfast  seemed entirely  unappealing  and she  slid  the  container
away, then stopped.  With angry determination the pulled the container back and
took a resolute bite of sausage.



It was really good.

Once she had cleaned over half her “plate” and returned it to the micro-fridge, she
picked up the paper again.

Even Yuma had to need waitresses, she decided, and while she didn’t actually want
to go back to waitressing, it was a skill she and her brain could always fall back on.
At one time she’d wanted to go back to school and learn to do something that
didn’t involve standing on her feet and catering to assholes for hours, but just now
that dream seemed too far away.

When even a  full  night  of  sleep was an unattainable  dream, any plans for  the
questionable future didn’t warrant further thought.

Two  weeks  later  she  sat,  stunned,  in  her  tiny  new-to-her  one  room furnished
apartment. Somehow she had acquired a job and a place to live and she still wasn’t
sure how either had happened.  She knew that things like timing and luck and her
boobs had made it happen, but it was still a blur.

Thankfully both the job and the apartment were temporary if that was what she
wanted. There was no way she could handle a commitment to anything or anyone
just  then,  but  she  had  something  to  do  that  made  surprisingly  good  money
considering the tips she’d been used to making, and she had a cheap but clean roof
over her head for as long as she wanted it.

And there were no vampires around.

She’d checked.

Yuma wasn’t anti-vamp, but with all that lovely sunshine…

The years passed.

BNP: PT 2

Sookie cursed as she stowed her phone then straightened her new pale blue skirt.

Misty had done it  again, which of course shouldn’t surprise her since it wasn’t
exactly a rare thing, but still, every time she did it…   There were very few times



she regretted going into the catering business with the daughter of her former boss,
but this was always one of them.

At least she didn’t have to deal with those accounts herself.

She jerked the matching light-weight suit jacket on, closed and locked her car door,
and strode into the building.

Tasty Morsels, the rather macabre name she’d suggested for their joint venture, had
taken off with a bang and hadn’t slowed down once in the past five or so years. She
and Misty were both shocked…and not shocked with their success.

Hard work tended to produce results, and both ladies had worked their asses off.

Sookie had always worked hard, couldn’t remember a time when she hadn’t in
some way or another, so busting her gut for her own business was a given.

So for years she’d worked her ass off, had shed the proverbial blood, sweat, and
tears, but she’d done it.

At least with TM she got both credit and compensation for all the time and effort
she put into it.

And she had put a massive amount of both into first maintaining her job and then
growing her business over the years.

Her  “down home” cooking skills  had been vitally  important  during their  early
days, but as usual, her secret ability had proven the most valuable in the long run.

That first apartment didn’t even have a tv, but it had something worse – neighbors. 
Dealing  mentally with  those  neighbors  had  taught  her  right  quick  how  to
strengthen her shields or go even more nuts.

She smirked.

These days her shields could be considered a national weapon.

After she had moved into her corner-lot townhouse, she’d finally broken down and
bought a tv…to watch cooking shows and the weather.



She didn’t have time for  anything else,  but  their  menu offerings had benefited
mightily.

With her talents combined with Misty’s accounting and organization skills, not to
mention Misty’s father’s networking genius, failure had not been an option.

That  Misty’s  father  was  a  well-known  local  restaurateur,  a  frat  bro  who  had
cheerfully  maintained  all  his  old  contacts  while  sitting  on several  city  boards,
hadn’t hurt.

While she wouldn’t classify Misty as a  bff, she was the closest thing to a friend
she’d bothered having since she’d left Gran’s house so long ago.

A faint  prickling of something she chose not  to clarify tinged at her  conscious
when she thought of that old house, but logic assured her that Jason had surely
seen to the place.

Jason…

As the years had blurred by, she’d vaguely thought several times about contacting
him, but that would have opened a whole can of worms and she’d never really
liked fishing.

One question would lead to 20 then…

Just no.

She knew he’d see to the house, though, even if her gut twisted at the thought of
him invading the secret sanctuary she’d shared with…

Sookie stalked into her office  mumbling once again under her breath about Misty.

She knew she had no right to be even a little irate with the woman – it wasn’t as
though she’d ever bothered telling her anything about her past  or how she felt
about certain things.

Misty, however, wasn’t exactly clueless when it came to evasion tactics even if
they always worked on her.

At some point along the way the woman had at least somehow managed to come to
the conclusion that Sookie was “scared” of vamps, so that helped.



As she made sure her  long blonde hair  was secured in the necessary  bun,  she
sternly reminded herself that her problems were her own and that in all honesty
Yuma had been damn good for her.

Warmth, sunshine, and anonymity…three of her favorite things.

It wasn’t her fault supes had started invading her chosen haven.

She sighed as the bun failed to hold and impatiently scooped her hair back again.

Their first two years in the catering business together had been golden.

Had she not lost faith in silly things like “luck” and “fairy great-grandfathers”, she
rolled her eyes – even Niall had disappeared without a trace – she’d have sworn
they’d somehow been blessed. Her tired feet and back and sometimes aching head,
however, had been proof enough that their success had been solely due to their
hard work…and Misty’s dad’s contacts, of course.

Between the two-point-five of them they had built from the ground up the leading
catering company not  just  in Yuma and the surrounding area but  were gaining
ground in the entire state.

Starting out  it  had been just  the two of  them in the back of  one of  her  dad’s
conveniently  unused  restaurants,  but  she  and  Misty  had  been  forced  to  hire  a
couple ladies to help after barely a month.

Now they had a full-time staff of 15 with up to 10 part-timers willing to come in as
needed. “Special events” were being scheduled more and more often, so those part-
timers were a godsend.

She smiled tightly.

Within another month or so she planned to ask at least three, possibly four, of them
to switch to full time. Being able to offer dependable full-time employment with
decent pay, affordable insurance, and other benefits to singles and family people
alike felt like an appropriate homage to bygone family members who’d worked so
hard for so little.

Hair contained, she turned to her desk to check over that day and evening’s various
plans and schedules.



After it had quickly become obvious that their catering business was going to be
more successful than the two of them could handle food-wise, Sookie had followed
her  gut  and  trained  the  small  staff  how  to  cook  and  bake  her  “down-home”
specialties as well as the other items on their ever-expanding menu.

Now it had been years since she’d had to spend any time in the huge kitchen for
anything other than running interference and the necessary quality checks.

She sure as hell didn’t mind not having to stand over a huge pan of gravy or baking
sheets full of damn mini-biscuits anymore but thought it was hilarious that those
“old home” recipes were still the most requested “brunch” items on their menu.

Weren’t “ladies  who  brunched”  supposed  to  salivate  over  twee  little  quiches,
finger sandwiches, and strange veggie combos? They sure liked those mini pecan
tortes…

It had been well over a year before she’d been able to bring herself to bake pecan
pies in the first place. They weren’t as good as her Gran’s, but she suspected no pie
ever would be.

They were pretty damn close, though, and one of their most requested dessert items
until she started making the mini versions.

Her chin trembled and she refocused her meandering thoughts on the short stack of
printouts in her hand.

The spreadsheets on the computer were fine but she couldn’t mark on them with a
pen.

She glared at the menu page for one of the “special events” coming up.  Part of the
blame for the night’s upcoming event rested at Rick’s feet.

If there had been a fairy-anyone sending luck their way, it had been Misty’s father.
While  Rick  could  be  a  little  on  the  sleazy  side,  the  man  knew  pretty  much
everybody.

Mostly, though, he had been willing to hire her without references as a waitress
that  day  around  nine  years  ago.  From  what  little  she  could,  or  wanted  to,



remember, she must have looked like a half-dead waif. It was a testament to the
man’s well-hidden but good heart that he’d even let her in the door.

Later, Sookie squinted as she tried to remember if it had been months…maybe it’d
been a year or so?  Either way, a while later, when the restaurant’s beloved main
breakfast cook had suddenly quit due to health reasons, Rick had gladly allowed
her  to  “fill  in”  until  he  could  find  another  full-time  cook.  The  “replacement”
breakfast cook hadn’t been hired until she and Misty had happily turned in their
two-week notice.

One thing about it – the man didn’t mind giving people chances.  Sookie had taken
that ideal – if not the man’s unintentional breast fascination – to heart when hiring
their own staff.

That she could read them, too, helped minimize any risks.

She studied the next paper in the stack.  A job was a job no matter how “special”
the “event”, and working in the background suited her just fine.

While they encouraged their clients to create the menu of their choice and Misty
often  spent  hours  to  Sookie’s  minutes  helping  to  choose  from  the  growing
multitude of options, they also offered pre-planned “project specific” menus that
they would then submit to the client for final approval.

Their  catering  service  seemed  especially  well-suited  for  vampire-based  events
where no one wanted to deal with choosing food menus but where extremely high
quality, lavish displays of wealth, and “only the best” would do.

Sookie knew her vampires…  While she determinedly kept the past in the past, she
used the knowledge gained to her best advantage.

Vampires wanted the best and tended to want to at least give the illusion of having
spent the bank and gotten their money’s worth.

As expected,  the menu presented no problems.  It  wouldn’t have anyway since
she’d  been  given  a  free  hand  in  choosing  it  when  the  event  had  first  been
scheduled.  Now to go over the “special provisions” for the food serving area…



The set-up wasn’t unusual for supe events.  Misty would be dealing with that, as
usual, but had wanted to run everything by her partner before showtime…also as
usual.

Misty was just as much a perfectionist as Sookie was.

She’d gotten to know her future business partner first as a co-waitress then as an
acquaintance  turned arms-length friend.  Both  had dreams of  owning their  own
business and both recognized that they only really knew the food service industry.

The food set-up plan for the side room off the main banquet/meeting area seemed
to be fine…plenty of outlets for warmers since open flames might not be well-
tolerated…now, on with the scheduling review…

Deciding  to  work  with  what  they  knew  and  daring  to  think  ahead,  they  had
eventually pooled their brains, brawn, and bank accounts.

Cue Tasty Morsels.

Rick had been ecstatic.

With an explicative Sookie noticed a conflict  in that evening’s rotation and sat
down to nix the problem. As talented and dependable as Maria was, she doubted
the lady could cook while she was driving…

When they had first opened, thanks to Rick’s frat connections various events were
automatically theirs out of fraternal loyalty, but as their reputation rightfully grew,
so did their business.

Sookie’s gift came in especially handy during new client consultations, and before
long they were regularly catering brunches for local ladies-who-lunched, dinner
parties for ladies-who-flaunted, and many of the growing multitude of conventions,
conferences, and private meetings being hosted at the city’s new and highly-touted
Cultural Center.

Weddings,  bridal  showers,  wakes,  retirement  celebrations,  and  ritzy  birthday
parties  were  their  specialties.  They left  the  cakes  to  the  pros  but  could handle
everything else with class, crass, or sass depending on the event’s theme.



Misty was often amazed at her ability to suss out what potential clients  actually
wanted.

Sookie knew exactly how to get them to say what they fucking meant.  She was
nice but she didn’t play around – time was money.

Misty certainly didn’t know about the blonde’s gift, and if it were up to Sookie no
one would ever know about it again.

At some point along the way she was surprised to discover that she now considered
her telepathy a true gift, but along with the rest of her past – the good and the bad
and the really, really bad – it was hers and hers alone.

Who and what she’d been was nobody’s fucking business.

Some of her worst nightmares had involved vampires hunting her down for either
her blood or her ability, or both.

For her mental safety she had started her life in Yuma keeping everyone at arm’s
length.  What had started out as protection evolved into a comfortable way of life
for Sookie.

Even her occasional flings were flung to the wayside when they started asking too
many questions or getting too possessive.

Hell, even their hugs were sometimes too claustrophobic, but it wasn’t because of
her gift.

Over the  years her shields had strengthened to the point that she could block at
will.

Handy, that.

Of course she only chose to consort with the nicer guys, but the minute she could
tell that they were getting serious about her, she would gently, or not so gently
depending on the case, set them free.

None of them ever felt quite…right.

The sex might have been ok but something was always…missing.



She’d refused to look too deeply into the cause but had a rather bitter laugh at the
irony of finally finding human men who wanted relationships with her now that all
she wanted was friends with benefits – the vaguer the friendship and the more
casual the sex, the better.

Other things had changed, too.

The past  rarely  crossed  her  mind if  she  could  help  it.  It  was  all  a  thing that
happened “back then” and held no bearing on the current day.

Sleep – when she got any – was a thing she did so that she could work.

Books when she read them were for advancing her business acumen and recipe
collections.

When she sunbathed during the rare occasions she carved out the time, she didn’t
think about former castles built in the clouds.

Clouds were a dream that flew away.

Instead she would sleep until  a  timer  chimed to tell  her  to  turn over  or  to  go
shower.

That she easily worked her 8.5 and more hours a day and didn’t particularly like
going out after dark unless she had to for work – especially now that vamps had
begun trickling even faster into the area because of that damn Center – provided
convenient excuses to keep friends, lovers, and neighbors from getting too close.

The vamp situation…

She shook her head.  The scheduling conflict had been fixed but her phone pinged
to let her know that Angela’s newly adopted baby was sick. She briefly replied for
her to not worry and to get the kid to the doc, then dialed JT.

That dumbass reminded her more than a little of her brother and not just because
his first  name actually was Jason,  but he had a more considerate soul than her
brother ever would. He quickly agreed to take Angela’s cooking shift that night in
exchange for “pay plus pie”, pecan of course, and she ended her call. She noted the
schedule changes then pulled up the next month’s baking supplies order.



After  their  first  two  years  catering,  things  for  Sookie  had  taken  a  rather
discomfiting turn.

The recently-built  Center, the city’s newest  pride and over-hyped joy complete
with  attached  super-luxurious  hotel  and  conference  facilities  of  all  sizes  and
purposes, had brought them even more business, which had been great.

She suspected Rick’s seat on several boards had been in part why the Center didn’t
have its own internal food systems.  That some of all the new business was supe
related…wasn’t so great.

Thankfully as a co-owner she herself was rarely ever required to be on-site even
during the course of normal business since she knew Misty enjoyed dealing with
“the public”.

Misty was weird that way.

Through skillful questioning during preliminary phone conversations she was more
often than not able to discern if the event in question was supe-related, and if it
was, well, the call was routed to Misty’s desk.

…plain flour… baking soda… baking powders… Himalayan pink salt… fleur de
sel… sugar… turbinado sugar for dusting those stupid cookies… molasses…

While she couldn’t detect vampires over the phone, her ability to detect voids had
increasingly proven to be a godsend.

The first time she’d sensed one less than 20 yards away she had fled in terror from
the convenience store.

She didn’t remember getting home to her now two-bedroom, two-and-a-half-bath
townhouse in a swanky development just outside town, didn’t remember parking
her car in the internal garage…didn’t remember going inside…

What she did remember was rocking for over six hours on the floor in the corner of
the kitchen talking to herself, pleading with herself, crying to herself to just get up,
to just get up and get over it and…and just…

Nothing helped.



She knew, logically, that she actually didn’t have anything to fear from vampires in
general, knew they were just people who had most likely been Turned without their
permission, but “Fairy Sookie” had gone into reactive, self-protective, freaked-the-
fuck-out hiding.

Bill…all that damn blood…that van…the Rattrays…all that blood…the van…

Vamps  thought  she  smelled  delicious  –  after  all,  hadn’t  Lorena  called  her  a
“morsel“?

Bill, he’d practically drained her using his “starvation” as a convenient excuse.

But Eric…he’d been hers for a little while, her haven while not in his right mind…
her sweet Eric…

He hadn’t almost drained her even when suffering from those damn silver chains…
he’d never pushed her for blood…except for that one frat-boy incident in Godric’s
house he’d never even tried to force his blood into her and certainly not at every
chance…

He had been a gentleman…had tried to be sleazy about her house but he hadn’t
pressed the point beyond a hopeful leer…it was all kind of funny in retrospect…
but…but even he’d called her “sunshine in a pretty blonde bottle”…

She was a vampire’s dream buffet.

After the shakes and shivers had come the hysterical laughing until the morning
light had soothed the path to another nightmare-filled sleep.

It hadn’t been the first time and it wasn’t the last time, either.

Not once since “then” had she acknowledged the lingering lightening shocks of
grief over Bill’s willful death and the betrayal of the love she’d at least thought
she’d  felt  for  him,  but  after  that  first  vampire-void  incident  she  had taken  up
smoking to try to befoul her scent.

She was no vampire’s portable lunch box, dammit.

That had lasted about a week.



Then she had tried heavily scented body sprays and other perfumes, but that hadn’t
lasted long, either – they all smelled too much like badly matched chemicals or,
even worse, bug spray after a few minutes.

Plus who wanted chemically fragranced deviled eggs?

So she had stayed inside even more religiously after dark. It wasn’t that hard to do.
For  some reason being out  in  the early morning dark just  before the sun rose
wasn’t a big deal.

Night-time dark, though…

…olive  oil… sesame  oil… coconut  oil… solid  vegetable  shortening… lard for
biscuits and pie shells… truffle oil… walnut oil…

At least she was able to schedule more sleep at night even if she didn’t always find
it.

She didn’t know what was wrong with her, just that something still wasn’t quite…
right. She’d made a shiny new life for herself in this new city – she had a thriving
business,  numerous  professional  contacts,  she  even  had  a  rotation  of  preferred
hairdressers!

For fuck’s sake – she even lived on the opposite side of town from that damned
Center  with  its  too  widely  publicized  “lavish”  vamp  hotel  and  “luxurious”
underground facilities.

Sookie was determined not to let its existence nor the fact it seemed to be drawing
more and more vamp business push her from her new life.

Her phone beeped, and Sookie glared at the clock.

Fucking Misty might not quite get the point Sookie had never actually made to her,
but she did work her ass off on a regular basis and seemed mostly clueless to the
issue, so Sookie knew she had no reason to feel such irrational anger toward the
other woman.

It was the situation, she knew, not Misty.



She also couldn’t see herself telling the other woman exactly what supes were or
why she avoided all of them at all costs, either, so the point was actually moot.

Sookie couldn’t understand why she felt the way she did about the vampires and
the Weres and all the other supes out there – she just did.

It didn’t make any sense, either, not after so long.

Sometimes it all made her feel like an extreme failure…useless, out of control…

Sure, she’d managed to go shopping in Phoenix three different times now knowing
they had a higher concentration of supes – the place was crawling with Weres and
had what seemed more than its share of vampires…  And sure, she’d managed to
avoid running screaming from stores each time she sensed a nearby void, but the
fact  she’d  felt  the  need  –  still  felt  the  need  –  to  run  and  hide  and  go…go
somewhere…was so disheartening.

Weres were just…Weres, weren’t they?

Vampires were just…vampires, right?

Nobody was going to fang-rape her and nobody was going to use her as arm candy
and…and nobody was going all-but order her to kill them again, were they?

But…

Something about both groups of people, though…something about them still made
her gut clench, made her spine burn as frissons of fear stabbed their way up and
down.

Weres could sense her otherness and would know things about her that she didn’t
want them to know..vampires…most vampires would think her blood was more
valuable than her life.

Long ago she had decided that Fairy Sookie must have something to do with all
this…this caution…with these reactions. They both liked the sun, sweet iced tea,
blue nail polish, and not being used or drained by supes.

At least she hadn’t endured one of those horrendous nightmares in a while now.

That was good.



She was still considering putting a pillow on the floor in that corner of her kitchen,
though.

Misty might not be the strongest clue-catcher on the block, but Sookie was relieved
she’d come to that conclusion about her being scared of vampires.

She’d never abused her of that notion and had gladly allowed the other woman to
unofficially take over all direct dealings with them.

Better safe than…otherwise.

She’d seen “otherwise” and it wasn’t pretty.

Several times Misty had nearly asked Sookie about the situation but the poor thing
had  learned  long  ago  that  Sookie  was  highly  talented  in  artfully  dodging
unexpected questions and seemed to have an almost magical ability to change the
subject or leave the room before she had a chance to voice most questions.

Misty could have all the vampire contracts she wanted.

Just because she knew that there was no logical reason for her to feel as though her
heart was going to throb out of her chest whenever she sensed a void didn’t mean it
didn’t happen,  and any time there was a  gathering at  that  damn Center, Yuma
seemed to be crawling with them.

Fucking conferences.

Sookie caught a glimpse of her nails as she typed in another item on the list, and
grimaced at the tiny chip in her polish, then shrugged.  It was time for another
shade of blue anyway.

She had almost 20 different shades to choose from now.

…pecan  halves…  almond  slices…  blanched  almonds…  almond  flour…
macadamias… pistachios… sesame seeds… poppy seeds…

BNP: PT 3

Eric and his annoying entourage of ass-kissers and tasty arm candy arrived at the
highly touted Cultural Center for some sort of conference.



Being in Yuma fucking Arizona was not his idea – as though he had time to waste
on this kind of bullshit.

Actually, he did, but that wasn’t the point.

He had a New Blood empire to run from afar so why the fuck did he have to be
here? His time would be much better spent with those redheaded triplets in Croatia
but no…between Pam’s whining and Jessica’s pleading, here he was, and he still
didn’t know why.

Oh, she’d given him some bullshit about “expanding the business” and some sort
of speech someone was supposed to give…or something.  He’d stopped listening
when she’d switched over to her “oh so logical” wheedling tone.

Pam…who had always excelled at the art of evasion when it came to coughing up
information.

Pam…who, since becoming the exulted Queen of Louisiana, had perfected the art
of redirection, too.

Brat.

She was his brat, though, so he usually let her slide since he was confident of her
loyalty and intentions despite her fascination with bad jokes and horrible puns, but
her insistence that  he attend this particular  conference so he could “further  his
business interests” had caused a raised brow.

Boredom, however, had kept him from raising it too far even though there was no
new business in America that he needed to bother with and since New Blood had
cornered all possible markets years ago, he certainly didn’t need to be in Yuma
fucking Arizona trying to “secure contracts” he sure as hell didn’t need.

He had an entire department of overpaid stuffed suits for that shit.

Secretly he suspected that his darling child simply wanted her Maker to be on the
same continent as her Royally spoiled self for once, and he felt a brief twinge of
something that vaguely resembled guilt.



He hadn’t been ignoring her for the past couple of years, but time spent physically
near each other had become increasingly rare. He’d simply felt no need to be on
the North American continent for the last…while.

Besides, he’d been busy, well, at least at first. They both had.

After getting the synthetic blood business off the ground and making the rounds
and securing all the markets and quite a few markers, he had then simply…eased
away.

Too much had happened in too short a time, and he needed a break that didn’t
involve asinine sunbathing attempts atop boring snow-coated mountains.

He wanted…needed…something different, something…fresh – fresh blood, fresh
faces, fresh accents, fresh pussy, fresh air, fresh…everything.

Anything.

And so he had gone in active, enjoyable search of whatever it was that it seemed he
wanted. He knew it was out there somewhere, waiting on the edge of his senses…
knew if he searched for it long enough, hard enough, he’d find it.

He hadn’t found it yet, but he was having a hell of a blast looking!

For  the  first  time  in  his  life,  he  was  entirely  free.  Nothing  was  holding  him
down,nothing was holding him back, nothing was holding him…nothing.

He was living as if in flight, living in the air, circling, soaring, diving,ungrounded,
furiously free…

His beloved Maker was dead and while he still had Pam and Willa to consider, the
one no longer had any true need of him and the other rightfully refused to have
anything to do with him.

Willa’s feelings were understandable, and he knew he deserved it.  The situation
around her Turning and his later absence were filled with mitigating circumstances
that couldn’t be expected to, and wouldn’t, soothe her feelings of abandonment,
and he wasn’t sure what he could do that would.



He had made sure she knew that he would welcome her into his life with open
arms; the rest was up to her.

That didn’t stop him from wishing that things were different.

But…they weren’t, and they wouldn’t be until or unless she decided otherwise.

So…his time was his own; his fortune was easily assured through the next dozen
lifetimes so keeping office hours was in no way necessary. He had to sign papers
once  in  a  while  and  approve  only  the  highest  level  proposals  since  he  had
glamoured people with abbreviations behind their names to handle the day to day
and the night to night shit.

Odin knew he paid them well enough to tend to his business.

He had time to play and so play he did.

Eric snorted – hell,  he’d still  be playing  then if Pam hadn’t manipulated-slash-
guilted him into attending this stupid “Business in the Vampire World” conference
at some trumped-up probably dusty gilded desert lily of a Cultural Center.

Because, what, he needed more business?  More “culture“?

Since when did “Cultural Centers” have fancy hyped-up vampire hotels attached?

He rolled his eyes.

Business was what the stuffed suits were for.

He had suits, several closets of them considering how often Pam –  shockingly –
liked to have them ordered in his exact measurements and sent conveniently to his
addresses…but just because he had them didn’t mean he wore them.

Currently clad in his traditional black jeans and black T-shirt with the “NB” logo
emblazoned across his hard pec, when he strode to the check-in counter the only
evidence of his ‘importance’ in the financial and undead worlds was the crowd of
minions dutifully rushing to follow his long strides.

He smirked when the ladies, and a few gentlemen, at the front desk seemed to
suddenly recognize him en masse. It wasn’t as though national and international
magazines weren’t littered with his picture…oh, wait, they were…



Thankfully some of the publicity seemed to have died down over the last couple of
years…well,  he’d stopped paying attention to it  at  any rate.  Why anyone was
expected to suddenly “settle down” and “stop playing the field” just because they
had fame and fortune was beyond him.

With a practiced toss of his long blond hair – grown out despite/because of Pam’s
many and fervent objections – he inhaled the heady scents of the assembled staff’s
rising arousal and knew dinner was planned for the night…after he shook off the
grasping hands of his tag-along feed-and-fucks.

Were they all cursed with giggling problems or was his luck just that bad?

In short order the Supervisor of Guest Services had muscled her way in and had
not only checked him in and checked him out but had offered in a throaty voice to
tend to his every need.

Business as usual as far as he was concerned, Eric pocketed her proffered card and
winked at one of the junior receptionists standing around gaping at him behind
their flustered boss’ back.

At least that one didn’t smell like a cum cesspit.

The concierge had already been imperiously summoned to escort him down to the
lower level wing that  Queen Pamela had reserved for him and his semi-edible
troupe, as she called them disdainfully.

As if she hadn’t enthusiastically partaken of the oh-so-willing portable meals in the
past after declaring that “Daddy has great taste”… 

After exchanging an eye-roll with the concierge en route to the elevator bank, with
resignation Eric nodded for the man to hold the door for the giggling heels to catch
up  to  them  in  the  gilded  box.  The  suits  gladly  followed  the  ostentatiously
consumed bellhops pushing the luggage carts toward other cars.

Once they reached their destination, he had to admit that he wasn’t displeased with
either the lay-out or the blandly refined color schemes.  The place bragged that
they had designed the lower level suites and wings to suit vampire sensibilities…at
least they hadn’t gone with the generic red and black “undead” look.



He directed everyone to settle  into their  own quarters  and hoped the food and
lodging at this stupid  conference were good enough to keep his human luggage
from bitching. As he prowled though his own “presidential suite”, he had to agree
with Pam that  the place  seemed to be  adequately  appointed,  but  what  the  hell
would  he  need  with  three  separate  unattached  bathrooms  in  one  suite?  Each
bedroom had its own facilities as it was…

Eric cringed briefly – he could almost hear the squeals and shrieks of excitement
from Cherri, Sherri, and Merri – or was it Sandi, Mandi, and Candi?

He could never remember, and why did they all  have to  choose rhyming fake
names that ended with an “i”, anyway?

After this was all over, or sooner if they got on his nerves even more than usual,
he’d have them delivered back to wherever it was they’d come from – one of his
staff kept up with that kind of detail – then he was done with portable meals who
couldn’t even remember their own fake names.

Eric checked the security details of his suite of rooms then flopped down on the
sofa with the conference info packet in his hand.

He  still  wasn’t  sure  why  Pam was  convinced  he  needed  to  be  there  –  hadn’t
believed  for  a  second  whatever  “reasons”  she’d  coughed  up,  but  she’d  been
strangely insistent.

Hell, she’d even brought Jessica, promoted to her Second after the Bill-brat had
finally ditched the increasingly obsessive Hoyt, on board the “drive Daddy crazy
until he does what I want” game.

With a scoff Eric admitted if only to himself that in the end he usually give Pam
what she wanted anyway, but it was fine. After the vompire episode she had finally
grown up, he was proud to claim. She would always be a little arrogant, a little
mouthy, but that’s why he liked her. She was always willing to be spoiled, to, but
that was what progeny were for, right?

She was Pam, after all…and come to find out she still had a few surprises for her
old Maker left up her Chanel sleeve.



After Bill’s death the vampire political situation in the U.S. had been up in the air
for a while, but he hadn’t had a damn left to give about any of it.  The few fucks
he’d had left were reserved for Pam, Willa, and himself.

Mostly.

For the longest time, his sole focus after his progeny had been on “growing his
business” as that one pretentious little shit had repeated so often that he’d gotten
sick of both the man and the phrase and had drained the moron in a fit of righteous,
and thirsty, irritation.

Oops…temper, temper…

So he’d been a little easy to irritate after…everything.

Everyone had been on edge, right?

Eventually, however, the vampire powers that tried to be had started in with their
attempts to come after him for “revenue”. He could quite easily have uprooted his
holdings  and  permanently  left  Shreveport  –  the  entire  country,  but  he’d  been
strangely loathe to take that step.

It had felt too…final.

To his eternal shock, though, within the month Pam – his dear, darling, spoiled-
rotten, “apple of her Maker’s eye” Pam, had taken over the state of Louisiana and
among quite a few other things had had him permanently declared exempt from
any and all authorities and attempted revenue theft while he maintained any sort of
residence, either permanent or temporary, within her domain.

She was the fucking queen, she’d later said, therefore she could do whatever the
fuck  she  wanted  and her  edict  was  law. The  wannabe  Authority  2.0  could  go
violently fuck themselves with all appropriate vim and vigor with sandpaper cocks.

She had done her time as a Princess and now it was time to be Queen.

Queen Pam  certainly  had  a  way  with  words.  The  Authority  2.0  had  quietly
disappeared shortly thereafter.



He had no idea how many pies she had her dainty fingers in, didn’t actually want
to know, but no one had tried to touch him since. He’d missed having Pam around
the office what few times he’d bothered showing up at any of them, but since he
had highly-capable minions running the faux bloody empire, it didn’t matter.

Their phone conversations were frequent if usually short since she vastly preferred
texting,  and she was,  as always,  welcome at  any of his holdings any time she
wished to pay him a visit, queenly or otherwise.

Willa was welcome, too, but that didn’t seem likely anytime soon.   Oddly, she had
a better relationship with Pam than she did with her own Maker, not that she spoke
all that often with Pam, either.

That he knew of, anyway.

The  last  he’d  heard  about  his  youngest  progeny  was  that  she  was  casually
exploring her  way somewhere  west  of  Texas  in  some of  those  tasty  but  dusty
states.

Eric shrugged.

His reputation,  both as a warrior  and as one of the wealthiest  vampires on the
planet, would protect his Willa whether she realized it or not.

He’d had Pam pass along his current numbers whenever they changed, and knew
she’d delivered the message that his door would always be open to her, that if she
ever needed anything, all she had to do was say so and it would be hers. He’d set
her up several very generous accounts in several banking systems so funds would
be available  to her  no matter  which country she found herself in,  and she had
several safe houses in her  name across the globe so she could be as secure as
possible come what may.

Maybe sometime before the next millennia she would forgive him…

He stuffed the rising torrent of regrets back into their neat little boxes and went
about dialing up a snack whose name didn’t end in a vowel.

Maybe that sweet little brown-haired receptionist…



The next two nights passed in much the same way although he now knew slightly
more about how advances in modern technology might affect his future business
projects. He now had far more knowledge than he wanted about how badly the
Queen of Idaho danced although she tried valiantly and enthusiastically. He knew
he was considered the “celebrity” of the fucking conference and endured more
pandering than any of the actual Monarchs in attendance…combined.

Of utmost importance and irritation, he also now knew that he had somehow been
roped into attending some sort of fucking gala the next night because, thanks be to
darling Pamela, he was apparently the guest speaker.

On behalf of the Queen of Louisiana his tight shapely ass…

No wonder she’d had a selection of his suits forwarded to his rooms.

•~•0•~•

As they were catering a large event that evening, Sookie had taken the current day
off until she needed to go to  Tasty Morsels’ home base to supervise the night’s
routine that evening.

Although Misty  was officially  in  charge of  any anything arranged for  vampire
events, Sookie was more often than not needed behind the scenes in the catering
kitchen and “launching” areas.  Someone had to be there to help smooth any last
minute  hiccups,  boo-boos,  accidents,  spats,  ruffled  egos,  and  moaning  (several
years ago) over deflated soufflés – which she had then promptly struck from all
future menu options.

Fuck soufflés.  Nasty things wouldn’t have traveled well at all anyway.

This routine worked out more or less fine although she begrudged the loss of her
cherished “home by dark:thirty” rule on those nights. Her reading time now that
she  had  rediscovered  her  love  for  light  romances,  her  “staring  at  the  weather
channel but not really watching it” time, and her nail-painting time had suffered a
little with the increasing number of vampire functions, but for the most part things
were working out well.

Profits were certainly up, and a happy bottom line equaled a happy Sookie.



As she knew from personal experiences she’d rather forget, vampires demanded
the best, the shiniest, the most exquisite products and services, and they weren’t
shy about paying and paying well to have those expectations met, either.

Misty  had  raised  a  curious  brow several  times  over  the  surprising  amount  of
knowledge Sookie seemed to have about vampires and their practices and quirks,
but  had never  asked any direct  questions.  She already knew they wouldn’t be
answered.

Sookie almost felt badly for her somewhat-friend.

Almost.

Once in a while a little voice would remind her that not all vampires were lying
bloodthirsty pigs, that some of them were capable of deeper thoughts and feelings,
but then she would remember Bill and how he had ended his own life in a perfect
showcasing of that less-savory vampire stereotype.

He had wanted, and expected, her to use up her power, to waste that part of who
she was, on him while giving in to his final arrogant demands.

Fuck that.

The asshole had been too damn cowardly to simply step out into the sun. Oh, no,
he just  had to want  her to change the very foundation of who she was on his
behalf.

As if he hadn’t already done enough damage in her life.

At least not all vampires were like that, she would sternly remind herself more and
more often.

She found it odd that she could think of Godric…and Eric…without that weird
sickening fear crawling down her spine and activating Fairy Sookie.

Sookie stretched out a bit as she thought about Godric.

He certainly hadn’t been anywhere near what she’d call normal for a vampire.  She
suspected the ancient teenager had been a little off his primordially young rocker at



the end, but sometimes that’s what happened when someone’s heart was too good,
too pure, for the world around them.

The world sometimes became too much and too big and too small and the viable
options narrowed down to hiding inside yourself, getting the fuck out, or…worse.

There for a while she hadn’t been sure which one would have been easiest, but she
was happy in her life now.

Content.

But  not…content,  considering the increasing number  of  times thoughts  of  Eric
intruded on her peace.

She hadn’t really thought much at all about him for such a long time.  Sure, there’d
been the odd thought here and there, but nothing deep, nothing that amounted to
anything since the rest of her brain was busy keeping her feet on the ground.

The past year or so, more or less, though…

There  weren’t  any  castles  in  the  clouds  in  the  sky,  but  she  could  sometimes
remember the other occupant of that former refuge.

He sure as heck wasn’t perfect.   His ass and his abs and his eyes might have been,
but…

He was sometimes a long way from being perfect, but despite Bill’s best efforts,
Eric hadn’t been what she now considered the “typical vampire” either.

Not really, not if she looked close enough.

Yeah, he had his frat-boy tendencies and could be a little high-handed, but he could
also be considerate, kind if in an odd manner, and he’d also seemed to “get” her in
a way that nobody else ever had.

Hell, nobody else had ever even tried.

But Eric had.



Thoughts of her former haven, her former Big Blond Viking, increasingly left an
aching in her chest, too, one that reminded her too much of…back there…but there
was a warmth attached to those thoughts and feelings that she missed.

At some point it had eventually dawned on her that maybe he’d cared more than
she’d thought he had, but that he hadn’t known exactly how to show that care, at
least, not a way that she understood.

It wasn’t as though he’d had a lot of practice in the romance department.

The sex department?  He had perfected that.

But romance?  Maybe not so much…and since she hadn’t had any real experience
in that kind of thing either she was bound to have missed some clues or something
along the way.

She knew that her experience with “romance” was skewed and had lost faith in her
ability to capably judge a real partner, and figured that was one of many reasons
she hadn’t wanted to settle down with any of her past FWBs.

Eric had been different from Bill, though.  Bill had spewed pretty little, and not so
little, lies in her ears and she had fallen for them like the affection-starved virgin
she’d been.  Eric…he might have, well, did lie a couple of times, but in retrospect
he was either being his frat-boy self or, where that nutjob Russell was concerned,
he’d been trying to get them out alive.

“Extenuating circumstances”, she believed it was called.  She wished they’d talked
more but, except when he’d lost his memory, even that had sometimes been off
somehow between them.

Sometimes it felt as though they could read each other’s minds, but sometimes it
was as if they’d been speaking two different versions of the same language and
only every third word got through right.  If she ever met up with him again she
planned on asking for an interpreter, a cue-card guy, and a guide book on vampires.

Didn’t matter, though…he was gone…

The chiming of her alarm reminded Sookie to flip over so she could broil her front
side under the sun’s still warm rays.



Surprisingly she’d managed to sleep until three that afternoon and while she knew
the best tanning time had already passed, the sun would still have its revitalizing
effect on her Fae side…and therefore her mood, too.  She’d donned her skimpiest
bikini and wrap and headed to the “private relaxation area” she’d created on the
rooftop of her townhouse.

That area, separated from the adjoining townhouse by a stately concrete divider,
was one of the main reasons she’d chosen to purchase the end residence. She had
used  it  quite  often  during  the  past  several  years  to  help  both  her  mental  and
physical well-being.

It seemed her Fae side needed the sun for more than just energy; while the light
literally recharged and balanced her own light, it also balanced something in her
psyche. The availability of healing sunshine was yet another example of how Yuma
had  been  so  good  for  her  and  she  wondered  why  there  wasn’t  an  active  Fae
presence in the area.

Maybe there was one and she just didn’t care enough to search it out.

As she settled in more comfortably, Sookie wished she could have afforded the
time to come up earlier in the day, but she had needed her sleep for the coming
night’s work. At least she was much more likely to get sleep these days.

For  the  longest  time rest,  peaceful  or  not,  was  a  precious  commodity  she  had
desperately needed but could rarely find because sleeping meant having horrible
nightmares. Sleep had quickly become the enemy and only crept up on her when
she was unlucky enough to collapse from exhaustion.

Sometimes she’d dreamed she had murdered in cold blood the dark-haired lover of
her dreams – the person she had allowed herself to believe that Bill had first been;
several  times  she’d  dreamed  that  she’d  staked  him  just  after  he’d  taken  her
virginity. Another couple of times she had staked him during marriage proposals or
during their first Christmas Eve together. One time she had even staked his sorry
ass during their first wedding dance.

It  wouldn’t have been so bad except  in these nightmares he’d been the sweet,
tenderhearted lover she’d always wanted, and those “lover Bill” dreams had taken
a dreadful toll on her psyche.



Eventually,  however,  came  the  monster  dreams;  dreams  where  “lover  Bill”
morphed into the hideous monster she hadn’t realized – until too late – lived below
the surface. In those dreams he would sometimes Turn her without her permission,
and often he would then murder her – again – after she unwillingly rose from the
dead. Sometimes he would beg her to kill him until she reluctantly gave in only to
betray her by mostly draining her then selling her weak body into slavery to his
horrible queen.

In many such nightmares she fared far worse – torture, rape, betrayal…  In several
he would force her to watch by commanding her as her Maker to watch while he
flayed Eric alive or did far worse to him, and then to her.

In  time  she  noticed  that  the  “lover  Bill”  nightmares  had  apparently  played
themselves out because only the “monster Bill” night terrors remained. Oddly she
found she preferred it that way.

Well,  once  the  episodes  where he gratuitously  tortured  and murdered Eric  had
finally ceased. Those were the worst.

It was only after she had started soaking up the sun that even the “monster Bill”
nightmares finally dwindled down to nothing.

She figured the sun must have baked out what filthy vampire blood the asshole had
left in her system.

Over  an  hour  later  her  alarm still  hadn’t  chimed  again  and  the  daylight  was
beginning to weaken. With a sigh she checked her phone…and cursed.

The damn battery was dead.

She rushed back downstairs and gasped when she saw how late it was. She didn’t
have  to  try  to  access  the messages  she  just  knew were waiting on her  –  after
previous experience with this particular crew she knew that a couple of feathers
probably  needed  soothing  already. Cursing  the  lack  of  time  for  a  shower,  she
quickly changed out of her bathing suit, tossed on some work clothes, and headed
in.



Two kitchen-busy hours later Misty arrived to escort the first wave of food-laden
catering  vans  to  the  venue  and  witnessed  the  Sookie  version  of  a  frustrated
meltdown in the making.

It was bad.

Long blonde hair coming loose from her formerly professional bun, eyes glaring
with looks that could kill, and jaw tight as she barked out orders to the staff, Sookie
looked minutes away from firing the entire crew.

Once the last batch of orders had been issued, Misty grabbed Sookie’s elbow and
pulled her into the head cook’s office. To Sookie’s everlasting shock, Misty gave
her one of her rare hugs complete with a couple of  there-there pats on the back.
She  then  grabbed  the  slowly  calming  blonde  a  bottle  of  the  spendy  vitamin-
enhanced sweet tea she preferred from the office fridge, told her to chill, and left.

BNP: PT 4

Sookie sat down for a minute to finish her tea, then returned to her own office to
grab a change of clothes from the pile she kept on hand.  After changing from her
business suit in the women’s restroom, she splashed her face with water for a bit of
a perk-up, then did a general check of the facilities and wasn’t surprised to see that
the restroom was in good shape.

The employees were honestly a great bunch.  Most were moms and a few dads and
were used to keeping their surroundings tidy, but even the singles were good about
cleaning up after themselves.    She knocked on the men’s bathroom door a few
times and, after the silence assured her that no one was in there, she peeked in to
give it a once-over and, yes, it was fine too.

Now to oversee the staff as they cleaned up after the day’s work.  It had been a
long day for some of the cooks, so she sent them on home and dove in with the rest
of them to get the place ready for the vans’ return.

That was always a hassle, well, the dirty serving pieces, plates, everything of that
nature was at any rate.  There was usually varying amounts of food left over and
while food regs stated that  all  returned food was to be thrown away, if  it  was



“thrown away” into “carry-out containers” that the employees agreed to “throw
away” at home, who was to know?

She hated the thought of perfectly good food going to waste, and since they made
obsessively sure that all food was handled properly at all stages – during storage,
preparation, transportation to and from and presentation during, hot foods were
kept hotter and cold foods were kept colder – her employees tended to eat well
after their shifts.

Sookie  also  kept  notes  on  what  dishes  had  been  more  popular,  how much  in
general was left, what “sold out” quickest, and other minutia for future use.  After
everything was put away, cleaned up, and hosed down so that the place was ready
for the next day’s schedule, she could leave.

In the meantime the kitchen was spotless from that day’s efforts and they were just
waiting for the vans to return, so she wandered into the staff room.  As she waited,
she saw on the table an old magazine with Eric’s face on the front.

Whether she’d meant to or not, over the years she had managed to avoid most of
the New Blood publicity bits.  It wasn’t that she didn’t want to see Eric’s handsome
face so much as the first time she’d seen it on a magazine, it had brought a small
flood of memories and a huge flood of feelings from…back then.

Some of them were good – sharing a  fresh-baked pie  with her  family…joking
around with Lala at work…seeing Lala with his boyfriend what’s-his-name…Jason
doing his own laundry for  once…Tara when she was little…the taste  of Eric’s
blood?  She didn’t understand that one.

Most of them weren’t.

She remembered getting reamed out by The Cowardly Asshole for encouraging
Jessica to visit her family and then of him fucking around with his great-whatever
granddaughter.  A few more memories resurfaced of being beaten nearly to death
by the Rattrays before he conveniently appeared, then there were more memories
of  Uncle  Bartlett  and  of  Pam  being  a  bitch.  She’d  stopped  trying  after  she
remembered Eric  being mean to her  at…at…oh,  what  was his  name…that  old
crazy vampire…  She couldn’t remember the name but remembered the heartbreak.



That she knew there was some sosrt of reason behind the whole thing didn’t matter
– all she could remember was the feeling, and the feeling was like having her heart
torn in two.

That episode had caused what she could only call a minor setback and had brought
dreams of “monster Bill” back in full force – especially the dreams where he had
forced her to watch as he endlessly tortured Eric.  She remembered more about
being fangraped at that bar, and remembered that other vampire’s name – Russell
Edgington.  That bastard had infiltrated her nightmares and delighted in torturing
both her and Eric.

Time spent under the noon-day sun had helped considerably, but the damage was
still there.

Afterwards she was simply too scared to think much about Eric.  The night terrors
had been devastating in a way Fairy Sookie didn’t want to risk again.  Some part of
her knew that something wasn’t right, that Eric wasn’t really bad, but her psyche
didn’t seem to want to risk it.

Several years later she had happened to spot another magazine while she was out
shopping.  There was Eric in all this tall, glorious magnificence…along with two
red-heads.

That picture had pissed her off, but she couldn’t exactly explain why.  She knew
her  memories  from  back then were  shit…knew she  only  remembered bits  and
pieces of what felt like years’ worth of time, but surely she would know why she
felt that he wasn’t supposed to be with other girls, right?

Hadn’t he been hers for a few precious moments in time but…but that was over,
right?

She’d spent several hours on the corner of her couch that night wrapped up in her
gran’s afghan and with a pillow cuddled on her lap as she tried to think about…
things.  It was the first time she had purposefully tried to think back to those times,
and it had been utterly frustrating.

What she couldn’t remember, or couldn’t remember well, could fill books.



She did remember that he had been her haven on earth, that she was his “sunshine
in a pretty blonde bottle”.  If she wasn’t mistaken, at some point along the way she
had felt very precious to him.  She knew that she had cared for him when he’d lost
his way.  She knew that the Lost Eric had loved her but knew that wasn’t who he
was in his real life when he was in his real mind.  She knew that his return to his
reality had broken her heart.  She knew that one night he’d flown away like those
castles made of clouds in the sky.

She also knew there was more…much more.

She knew she knew Eric, knew she knew him and at the same time knew she had
forgotten too much.  If she could remember unimportant details about people who
were far less important to her, then it made no logical sense that she would forget
important things about the people who were important to her, and even with the
way she was, she knew Eric was important to her in a way that The Cowardly
Asshole had never been.

It didn’t make any sense.  Sometimes the memories were there and sometimes they
weren’t.  It was exactly as if Fairy Sookie was playing hide and seek in the holes in
her  brain.  Maybe  her  memories  were  held  in  an  imaginary  muscle  that  had
atrophied through disuse?

She knew she wasn’t exactly well and that minds drew blanks for a reason, but
what could she do?  She couldn’t risk getting back into the supe community and it
wasn’t as though she could talk to a regular person about any of her past.

Between sunshine, sweet tea, and strong blond coffee, though, she would deal. 
Hard  work  helped  tire  her  body  so  she  could  sleep,  and  barring  unforeseen
complications causing night terrors, she’d actually get that sleep.

She was strong; she would deal.

She did know that she didn’t like seeing Eric with those nasty looking bimbos,
though, and the logic of knowing that her time with him had been years ago, that
time and people moved on and lived their own lives, made no difference.

Besides, every now and then here lately she would have these brief but amazing
dreams about Eric.  At first he would save her from The Cowardly Asshole like



he’d done in those dreams a long time ago, but those dreams had ended, finally. 
Now…now sometimes he would save her from Weres or those nasty vompires…
one  time  he  had  kissed  her  in  an  ugly  office  somewhere…another  dream had
turned into a nightmare, though, when he had chained her by the neck in some
filthy prison.

That dream had made her wake up with a damn headache.

Other dreams were much better, especially the one where they were on a rug before
a fire.  She’d thought about that dream all the following day.  There hadn’t been
anything special about it, they’d just been talking, but there was something about it
that tugged at her heart.  She liked when that dream returned because it felt so real.

At one point she conceded that it might be something that really happened, but if it
had happened, why did it stop?  It felt so perfect…

Sometimes the dreams really were memories, dreams where she knew that she was
remembering a real  event like when he was in her  kitchen telling her she was
sunshine in a pretty blonde bottle and the one where he’d somehow bought her
grans’ house (why would he buy her house?) and thought he’d bought her, too,
silly man – Fairy Sookie seemed to like the blonde-bottle one best for some reason,
but other times they were sadly just dreams, like the one where they were in a
shower together, and that other one where they were running around naked in the
snow and there was that bed out in a forest or something.

Those were best.

She hoped they’d been real – sometimes she was sure they were.  Maybe one day
she’d find out for certain.

Sookie shook her head as she heard the employees talking about some upcoming
ball game of some sort as they waited for the vans to return.

It would still be a few hours before she could leave, but she hoped she had the
fireplace dream again that night.  It felt closest to what home might be like.

•~•0•~•



Now reasonably assured that her fellow co-owner wasn’t going to fire their entire
crew – the night was still technically young according to the vampire event they
were catering – Misty left to supervise the rest of the set-up at the Center.

Sookie didn’t have meltdowns very often but when she did, want ads had to be
placed in the local papers and the interviewing process was always a hassle.  She
was glad the blonde didn’t seem to mind doing those interviews, though.

Despite the rare shows of temper, Misty knew she’d seriously lucked out when
she’d met The Mysterious Sookie so long ago.

Misty’s dad had welcomed his only daughter into his main, and easiest, restaurant
straight out of high school. Since her only “skill” at that time was in waiting tables,
despite his loftier ambitions for his daughter he had reluctantly agreed to let her be
a server.  She suspected he’d wanted to park her  back in an office somewhere
doing make-work until she figured out what she wanted to do with her life, but
she’d always been a people person…

Although  her  father  had  never  said  a  word,  Misty  knew  she  had  sucked  at
waitressing. She had gone into it thinking that it couldn’t be that hard – she liked
people and all she had to do was just take orders and bring drinks and food, right?

Wrong.

Thankfully a week later Sookie had come along and her dad, always a sucker for a
pretty face and a hard-luck case, had hired the sad looking blonde immediately.

She secretly suspected he hadn’t wanted to have to fire his only daughter and was
sorely hoping Misty would learn from the new waitress since she apparently hadn’t
learned squat from the others on staff.

Sookie had quickly proven to be an excellent server and although she had never
talked much, she had kindly helped Misty learn how to do her job, and eventually
do it well.

It was as though the blonde had some sort of sixth sense about what her customers
would need and Misty had been somewhat jealous at first. Still, though she had
never become as good as Sookie, she improved dramatically under her tutelage.



Over time the two had developed a strong, if seemingly superficial, friendship.

At one point  it  had dawned on Misty that she knew next to nothing about the
blonde’s past, her hobbies, much of anything, really, but consoled herself that she
knew what counted. As Sookie became more comfortable working with her, their
small talk during slower times gradually grew until they eventually discovered that
they each wanted something different out of life.

Misty started taking part-time accounting and other business classes along the way
but continued working steadily at the restaurant, and was somehow, she suspected
her father was behind it, always scheduled to work with Sookie.

Thus was born the catering business with the slightly odd name her friend had
suggested with a strange look on her face.

Misty never did get the story behind all that.

As she drove the last of the loaded vans down the now familiar route to the Center,
she wondered about Sookie’s strange reluctance to work with vamps. She hadn’t
seemed anti-vamp the times she’d actually spoken about them – the lady didn’t
have a racist or bigoted bone in her body – and she did seem to know a lot more
about them than she ought considering she didn’t seem to be a huge fan of them.

Maybe she’d had an affair with one some time back and he had broken her heart?

Something had happened, though – she could see it in Sookie’s eyes. She’d tried
gently prodding at the topic a few times, not so much as to make Sookie hide back
in her shell again but enough to let it be known that she was willing to listen if the
other woman wanted to talk, but nothing had ever come of it.

With a shrug she eased onto the ramp that led down to the back entrance of one of
the Center’s underground banquet halls and meeting rooms.

The  whole  “complex”  struck  Misty  as  weird.  This  was  Yuma…there  was
absolutely no need for a place like this – in fact, she’d laughed her younger ass off
when she’d first heard about the possibility of it being built.  Surely the know-it-
alls lording it over the “growing” city had better sense than that…but nope, they’d
built it and built it huge, too.



Her dad, who was involved in city planning and sat  on lots of committees she
couldn’t care less about, had said it was so that they wouldn’t have to go back and
build it all again later.

When she’d heard from him that they were even going to build a big vampire hotel
under it or around it somewhere, she honestly hadn’t believed it.  Vampires weren’t
exactly rare in Yuma but they weren’t exactly thick on the ground, either.  Phoenix
was far more likely to draw their business.  It hadn’t made all that much sense to
“if you build it  they will  come” them to Yuma…but she had to admit that it’d
worked.

At the time she hadn’t known about their addiction to conferences…conferences
that Tasty Morsels  made a killing – she had to snicker at her joke – catering.

She suspected her dad had a lot more than a little to do with that, too.

Soon enough everything was in full swing. Normally she would have left by now
or would at least have found a quiet area to relax in while the staff tended to the
food and serving duties, but this job was an exceptionally big deal for TM.

Misty didn’t understand much about the vamp world but knew tonight’s event was
part of one of their many, many conferences – yep, vampires really were big on
conferences  –  and  apparently  some  of  the  big  honchos  in  the  vampire  world
coming to this one. Earlier she’d even heard a couple of rather squeaky guests
going on about how “the hot vamp who owned that fake blood company was even
attending”.   She  couldn’t  tell  if  the  women were  vampires  or  not,  she  usually
couldn’t tell the two apart and especially not by voice, but she remembered seeing
that fake blood guy’s picture on the cover of some magazines and newspapers off
and on and had to agree with their assessment.

If she’d been into men, she’d have given him a whirl herself.

Maybe two whirls.

Girl had to test out her options, right?

Misty, however, didn’t normally deal with attendees at these events so she mentally
wished the loud, squeaky girls good luck as she found herself a handy wall to
support as she monitored the food and staff.



The dinner portion of the evening had gone splendidly – Sookie had been wise to
suggest doubling the amount of shrimp – and the dessert portion of the evening
was coming up.

Serving the  main  and  dessert  courses  separately  had  been another  of  Sookie’s
suggestions after their second vampire event.

Although  she  hadn’t  explained  why, she’d  told  Misty  to  suggest  to  the  event
planner that the two  courses be served a little while apart “to let the odor of the
vegetables  and meats  have  time to  clear  the  air  before  bringing in  the  chosen
desserts”.  She glanced at her watch as she remembered for some reason that the
requested meat on that long-ago night’s menu had been lamb and that after Sookie
had made her suggestion, she’d thought at the time that while it was a weird idea, it
might work because lamb stunk.

The dayman charged with making those plans had called back that next morning
and his voice had been fairly beaming as he gushed over his boss’ approval of the
suggestion.  They  had  made  it  an  option  for  every  event  thereafter,  and  most
vampires gladly chosen it.

A little while later she started as she spied that gorgeous vampire the women had
been so excited about.  He was surprisingly tall, had beautiful long-ish blond hair,
and damn but he was sex-on-legs…  She revised her option. There was no law
stating that just because she preferred women meant that she couldn’t prefer him,
too…and he was…he was coming into the food annex?

Vampires generally avoided the food area like the plague.

Wait…was…was he sniffing the room?

This was strange…and why were his fangs out? Wow they were huge! But that
look in his eyes…yeah, that was frightening…and so was the look in his eyes.

Did all vamps go scary-eyed like that when their fangs came out?

It got weirder when he grabbed Celia’s hand and sniffed it. Misty stepped forward
to go to her employee’s aid if needed, and watched in alarmed fascination as the
man dropped her hand, stood up straight, and from what she could tell, he scented
the air like a wild animal would.



Immediately his head turned toward her, and he caught her gaze with an intensity
she had never seen before in another person.

She felt pinned to the spot.

Misty’s world then faded.

•~•0•~•

Eric kicked Sherri, and Merri – or was it Mandi, and Candi? – out of his suite and
hastily  showered  away  the  evidence  of  satiation,  such  as  it  was.  They  tried,
though…they tried enthusiastically…and vocally…  He hadn’t even missed the
missing “i”.

Not that one, anyway.

Meh.

Like all his portable feed and fucks through the years, they served their purpose but
quickly left more and more to be desired. None of them ever lasted in his service
too long and, like the years in his unlife, after a while they all tended to blend
together.

He called the underling in charge of the heels and instructed him to find out which
two he’d just had and have them paid, glamoured, and shipped back to wherever
they’d come from.

Not that he cared enough to bother remembering.

They were nice enough ladies – with his appearance and personality he always had
his choice of the best of the best,  naturally, and his fame and fortune certainly
hadn’t hurt, but he never promised any of them anything other than a good time
and a plane ticket home.

He more than kept his promises by always making sure his conveniences were paid
well for their time and service.

But just because he treated them decently according to his higher standards didn’t
mean he had to put up with high pitched, extraneous noises, either.



He  flipped  the  switch  to  kick  on  the  highly  touted  air  filtration  system  then
wandered aimlessly around the rooms as it cleared the now cloying sex funk from
the air. He’d have activated that handy little amenity after kicking them out if he
hadn’t been so desirous of a shower.

After he was satisfied with the air quality in the suite, Eric reluctantly shrugged
into one of the elegant designer suits Pam had sent over to the underground hotel
ahead  of  his  visit  and considered instigating  a  few anonymous mini-revolts  in
Louisiana.

Obviously she needed more to do if she had that much time on her dainty little
hands.

Once properly attired, he along with the small detail of guards his darling child
insisted that he use in such public situations headed toward the enthusiastically
named “banquet hall”. He knew what a true banquet hall was supposed to be. This?
This was nothing but a large room with too many chairs and tables and barely
room for the expected dancing.

Dancing.

Weee.

Why Pam had volunteered him to headline that night’s gala, which he also knew
meant  “dinner  for  humans  complete  with  unnecessary  speeches  for  and  by
vampires so everyone could bore him to tears and/or stabbing with their pandering
and ass-kissing”, he’d never know. He accessed the bond she didn’t realize they
still shared and was surprised to note a vague sort of anticipation bordering on…
excitement?

Well, what passed for “excitement” for her at any rate. 

Maybe she’d found her own redheads for the night. It wasn’t as though he could be
with any of his… He briefly contemplated having them flown in but decided it
wasn’t worth pouting from the heels still in attendance.

Eric stepped into the “banquet hall” and, ignoring his guard detail, surveyed the
scene before him. The air fairly reeked of women’s perfumes, men’s perfumes, dog



perfumes on the attending Weres, floor wax, chemical cleaners, and food odors as
the caterers set up in some nearby room.

While  the so-called fragrances  were proof that  more  expensive  products  didn’t
necessarily smell better and the chemicals slightly irritated his nostrils, there was
something indefinable about the food odors he had come to associate with this
Center these past few nights. If he cared enough to provide his human and supe
employees with meals, he would be tempted to get their contact information since
their food seemed to be less offensively pungent to sensitive vampire noses than
the usual fare.

Other guests were milling around seemingly thrilled to be here – as to why he had
no fucking clue – with the humans smelling and to an extent looking somewhat
less tainted than the ubiquitous vampire “pet” tended to be.

At least these functions generally made people shower before leaving their rooms.

Oh. And there was the Queen of Idaho complete with her two left feet.

Yay.

The eating  part  of  the  evening’s festivities  were  odd but…oddly  easier  on  his
vampire senses.  His own second-most-expensive New Blood products had been
served to the undead in attendance, he’d noted with a smirk.

As he had suspected earlier, food for the Weres and humans had been placed in a
small room off to the side of the “ballroom” so, he supposed, the more sensitive
undead  noses  wouldn’t  be  overly  bombarded  with  the  decaying  stench  of
vegetation,  fruits,  and  carcasses.  Eaters  at  each  table  were  presented  with  the
options available and their orders were taken by glorified waiters who then brought
their filled plates out to them.

There had been no way to completely avoid the food odors, but at least they hadn’t
been  overwhelming.  The  facility’s  over-touted  air  ventilation  and  filtration
systems helped, too.

Fortunately there were only three eaters at his table; unfortunately one sat to each
side of him.



He was surrounded by chewers.

Eric glanced around and hid a smirk upon noticing the badly concealed grimaces
from some of the youngest vampires in the room. He could sympathize a little
since young vampires had a harder time with such an inundation of food scents, but
he knew for a vampire’s own survival they needed to learn fast how to minimize
their reactions and expressions.

Amateurs.

Stoically he’d refrained from leaning away from the uniformed servers as they’d
brought decently loaded plates of an elegant design to his table and placed them
gracefully before the eaters.

He was thankful that his long experience enabled him to breathe normally without
reacting to the cooked (but still rotting) stench of dead animal meat. With difficulty
he subdued yet another smirk at the thought of some of the youngest vampires in
the room holding their breath in the way of pouting toddlers.

An hour or so later he reclined with his usual unintentional grace in his seat at what
he  guessed  was  supposed  to  be  the  high  table  for  the  night,  and  watched  the
continued proceedings with feigned interest.

His  entertaining  yet  completely  unrehearsed  speech  had  been  delivered  to
deafening applause as had several others with more reserved appreciation, the wait
staff had been circulating to refill everyone’s glasses with blood or whatever the
non-undead were drinking, and things were finally beginning to wind down from
the talking phase to the dessert-eating phase.

Afterward would come the dancing phase.

Joy.

Weren’t all the eating phases supposed to come before the talking phase?  After?
With humans these nights he never could tell.

Putting actions to his own previous thoughts he inhaled normally – he was well
over a thousand years old, after all…then stilled when he caught the faintest whiff
of something…someone he had never forgotten no matter how hard he had tried…



And he had surely tried.

Sunshine in a pretty blonde bottle…a scent that had lived tucked away in the back
of his mind for so long now…

No matter  how hard he  had tried to  ignore  it,  that  something had  haunted  his
downtime dreams…haunted him at that fetid bar he’d avoided for so long…had
haunted him in ways he hadn’t chosen to contemplate.

A split second later he inhaled gustily, scenting the air with determination as he
tried to decide if his mind had finally broken or if he really had caught a whiff of…

His fangs dropped and in an instant he was on his feet and moving.

With no care for the dropped jaws of his table companions or indeed any of them
as all  eyes in the room followed his every move, Eric blurred toward the area
where that scent seemed more concentrated and, oddly enough, found the epicenter
in the anteroom where the food was located.

The unwanted guards made to follow him but with an imperious wave he sent them
away.

His nose led him first to a short plump woman, but he was disappointed when he
sniffed her hand.  It held that scent faintly, only, it wasn’t…

A thousand years of honed instincts surged to the fore and alerted him of a stronger
concentration of that scent somewhere close…two chuffs…

There…his target was the brunette across the long room watching him with wary
curiosity.

He captured her gaze with his and in a blur he was before the woman whose name-
tag revealed her to be Misty, co-owner of the catering company.

Misty…who smelled like his Sookie…

BNP: PT. 5

Suddenly aware of the three pairs of eyes watching and documenting his every
move, Eric commanded Misty to stay put then rapidly glamoured the onlookers to



forget his visit and to return to their work. He then blurred from the room carrying
the human who bore his Sookie’s scent over his shoulder.

The second door he tried revealed an empty meeting room, so he placed his burden
and source of hope into a chair and locked the door. He grabbed another chair and
moved to sit directly in front of her.

“Where is Sookie,” he demanded as his eyes bored into the woman’s dazed gaze.

“At the catering kitchen most likely,” came her monotone response.

“Where is the catering kitchen,” he demanded, but as he heard and memorized the
location,  he  evaluated  and  discarded  half  a  dozen  ill-formed  plans.  Finally  he
decided it would be in his best interests to discover what he could about Sookie
from this woman who knew her well enough to wear one of her hairs.

Speaking of…he leaned forward and impatiently acquired that loose hair, and held
it gently to his nose.

“Why do you smell like Sookie and how did you come to have her hair on your
person?” He ignored the growling undertone to his voice.

Eric fought to temper the rising tide of “mine” and “how dare you touch her” as
he knew them to have no basis.

Yet.

“I don’t know,” Misty replied, then thought, her dazed expression barely changing.
“It could have been when I hugged her earlier.”

“And why did she need this hug,” he demanded harshly.

“Tonight’s crew is excellent but we have some divas who act up sometimes. She
was frustrated and I wanted to stop her from firing them all again.”

“Why would she fire them?”

He thought quickly. He had to make the best use of his time with this woman as he
wasn’t sure how long it would be until her absence was discovered. As each micro-
second passed, the impatience in his blood pulsed faster, harder. Sookie was so
close…



“She’s the co-owner with me.”

It flashed briefly through his mind how literal glamoured humans could be.

“How long have you known Sookie?”

Misty mentally calculated. “Around nine years or so.”

Eric felt as though a fist had landed a hard shot to his gut. In all the ways that
counted, this woman had known his Sookie longer than he had.

He cleared his throat.

“How did you meet her?”

“My dad hired her to waitress in his restaurant.”

“How  did  she  go  from  waitressing  for  your  father  to  co-owning  a  catering
company with you?”

“We became friends, sort of. Slowly.”

Something about  the way the woman said her  glamoured words pricked Eric’s
attention.

“What do you mean by “sort of”?”

“Sookie isn’t close friends with anyone, not really.”

“Why?”

Sometimes open-ended questions led to curious answers.

“I don’t know.  She’s very private, very reserved.  I don’t really know anything
about her that’s not somehow related to work.”

“Who are her closest friends?”

“She doesn’t have any, really, so I guess that would be me.”

Sookie didn’t have any close friends? This wasn’t the Sookie he had once known.
That Sookie…she had valued her friendships in the past, had sometimes valued
them too strongly and definitely to her own detriment.



If  she had no one  here,  he  couldn’t  imagine  how lonely  she  must  have been. 
Surely she was still in contact with the Bon Temps Idiot Brigade, but they were in
Louisiana,  not  here  in  Arizona,  so  wouldn’t  she  have  made  friends  here? 
Especially after having been here approximately nine years…

What the fuck was going on?

“Tell  me  everything  you  know  about  Sookie,  everything,  no  matter  how
insignificant,” he ordered this woman who knew his Sookie longer now than he
had back then.

This fact bothered him on a fundamental level but he couldn’t explain exactly why,
even in thought. He had no claim on Sookie. He couldn’t even call her “friend” –
from any logical viewpoint she was an acquaintance at best.

The thought was considerably unsettling.

“She  doesn’t  get  frustrated  easily  but  when  she  does,  she  goes  ballistic,”  she
started,  obviously  recalling the  events  of  earlier  that  evening for  some reason.
“Sometimes she seems a thousand miles away, and sometimes she’ll fall into a bad
mood for a while and you can tell she isn’t sleeping again, but then you can tell
she’s coming out of it when she wears her blue nail polish.  Those are her happier
times.  She’s…she’s a good person but she’s complicated.”

A thousand miles away?  A bad mood? Not sleeping again?  Blue nail  polish?
Misty’s tone implied the words carried more weight than he could immediately
detect. The Sookie of his past wouldn’t wear…or would she?

It galled that he wasn’t certain – it felt like something he should know.

She’s complicated…he knew that phrase would repeat on a loop in his mind later,
but refocused his attention as the glamoured woman began speaking again.

“She doesn’t like being out after dark, and she loves baking in the sun on her
rooftop.”

That made a sad sort  of sense to Eric as he listened to this woman’s prattling
without  interrupting.  In  the  way  of  the  glamoured,  the  woman’s  speech  was
somewhat slow but continued in halting bursts.



“Sookie is a wonderful cook and can bake the best pies but she would rather sit
behind her desk.”

“What does she do on her time off?”

Eric was concerned about the amount of time that was passing and made an effort
to keep the woman chattering as much as possible.

Maybe if he could learn about what she did for fun…that information could come
in quite  useful.

“Sometimes she drives around for hours on her rare days off and I don’t think she
goes anywhere specific.  She just drives.”

This was…

“What else does she do?”

Misty began rambling again.

“It’s been a long while now but I’ve found her crying in the corner of the catering
kitchen twice but she wouldn’t say why.”

Sookie cries? Why? The thought of his Sookie curled up crying in a corner of some
room meant for cooking broke his heart more than a little.

“She didn’t say why?  What do you think was going on?”

“I don’t know.  She’s very good at leaving the room before I can ask her questions
but even if I do ask, she’s even better at dodging the questions.”

Eric figured that was Sookie’s telepathy at work.

Then Misty continued in the manner of the glamoured.

“She doesn’t date very often and breaks up with them if they try to get too close or
ask too many questions or want more from her than just sex and some laughs.”

Eric stoically pretended a rusty blade hadn’t just pierced his already sore heart. He
knew he had no room to talk, none at all, but that didn’t stop the sharp ache. Being
glad she had found at least some small comfort was well nigh impossible, but he
would try.



Later.

Maybe it would work then.

“She works hard and she’s never sick, even when a bad flu made its rounds a few
years back. She’s why we started this catering business anyway, because she’s such
a good cook.”

Irritated that  the woman’s speech seemed to wind down at  the wrong time, he
ordered, “Explain.”

“When Sookie was still a waitress, one of my dad’s breakfast cooks had to quit
suddenly and left dad in a bind, so she stepped up and saved the day. She was a
cook from then until we opened up shop. She’s the one who named the business.”

Eric’s eyes dropped down to look at the woman’s name-tag, and it hit him.

Tasty…Morsels.

Lorena fucking Krasiki.

No wonder Sookie preferred to avoid the night.

As Eric concentrated on piecing together this new information,  he came to the
conclusion that he didn’t honestly have all that much from back then to compare
anything to…he hadn’t actually known her, or all that much about her, then, either.

But he’d known what was most important, and felt it to still be true.

For a brief moment in time Sookie had been his, and would be again soon if…  He
cleared his throat.

Misty  had  gone  quiet  again  so  he  prompted,  “How did  she  end  up  in  Yuma,
Arizona of all places?”

“I don’t know,” was her sole reply, so with frustration he acknowledged that she
truly had no idea.

“Do you think she is happy?”



It didn’t sound as though she was and he didn’t want to ask, wasn’t sure what he
would do if the woman said she was – leaving her alone wasn’t tenable, but he had
to know.

“No. I don’t think she is.”

Ashamed of his relief and determined to make it up to Sookie somehow, he nodded
as though her glamoured eyes would pick up the social nicety.

“What is her home address?  Her number?”

Once he committed that information to the infallible part of his memory, he asked,
“What is her schedule for the next five nights?”

When he heard that she would be coming in at noon the next day and working until
her  regular  quitting time at  five,  he nodded and commanded Misty to proceed.
Sookie would be working the next two days, off for the following two, then back to
work again.

That could make things a bit more complicated but at least she was to remain in the
area,  he thought  with a  fangy grin that  fell  when he remembered her  habit  of
driving around aimlessly on her days off.

His strongest desire, of course, was to rush over and claim his Sookie immediately,
but the schemer in his head warned that the logistics needed to be hammered out
before he struck.

A glance at his watch confirming how little time had actually passed since securing
the glamoured human, he eased back into his chair, strengthened his hold on her
mind, and spent another twenty minutes gathering what information he could.

After Eric was satisfied that he knew as much as Misty did about Sookie’s habits,
known likes and dislikes, and anything else either could think of, he released his
hold on the human’s mind after ensuring her future cooperation.

Once back in his suite guards and banquet be damned, Eric paced a track in the
expensive carpeting.

Sookie…of all people and after all this time…



Sookie.

He hadn’t bothered trying to get over her, not after he had realized that there hadn’t
been all that much to get over, not really, not there at the end.

They had shared a connection, sure, a deeper connection than he’d ever had with
anyone else, but it hadn’t been strong enough on her part to survive all the bullshit
going on during the brief time they’d been in each others’ spheres.

Their meetings had always been more like collisions, brief, for the most part, and
always intense. The haven he had found in her arms during his amnesia episode
had since muted into something of a dream.

He figured it was self-preservation.

Everything that had come afterward had happened so fast. It had been too much
too often too…everything. Between having to deal with his cracked Queen, the
Authority,  Hep  V, Nora’s  death,  the  Yakuza,  Steve  Newlin’s  psycho-wife,  the
cure…

It had been too much; he had been so tired. By the time she had chosen Compton
yet again, he had been too numb to really care.

There hadn’t been enough of him left to care.

He couldn’t say he’d been searching for her, either. Days, sometimes weeks, even
the occasional month, would pass between times she would rise to the surface of
his  mind,  but  he’d  learned  quickly  how  to  put  stray  thoughts  back  into  their
appropriate boxes.  Her’s had never  stayed shut,  thought – the lid didn’t fit  for
fuck.

Dwelling wasn’t his style but then neither was forgetting.

And now…now she was so close.

He withdrew that fine strand of long blonde hair from his pocket and rolled it
between his thumb and forefinger. He was glad she hadn’t cut her hair short or
dyed it.



It dawned on him then that she was also using her real name, too.  It appeared that
while she’d been running, she hadn’t been hiding.

But what had she been running from, and why?

To the best of his knowledge he’d neutralized all threats to her safety before he’d
left. He’d certainly tried.

Maybe it was the memories?

Odin knew she’d been emotionally destroyed by Compton innumerable times…not
that he’d been entirely beneficial to her himself.

Those times, however, had been for broad safety reasons, and he’d thought she’d
known, that she’d understood later.

He could have, should have, explained better, more…something…

He exhaled.

None  of  them had escaped  unscathed from the  chaos  that  had run rampant  in
Louisiana.

The hollow joy he’d felt upon learning of Compton’s inevitable death had been
more than overshadowed by the knowledge that the cowardly bastard was sniffing
around  Sookie  yet  again  and  would  probably  succeed  in  manipulating  her
somehow.  Eric knew for a fact that Compton would willingly break her soul to
pander to his own need for dramatics.

The fuck-up’s overly-dramatic refusal to take the cure proved that.

And  she  would  have  let  him.  Time  and  time  again  she  had  almost  eagerly
succumbed to Compton’s malignant lure – it was almost as though the throw-back
vamp had managed to glamour  her  somehow. That’s the only way her  strange
choices made any kind of “sense” to him.

Another two laps through his suite had him calling the “caretaker” underling again,
this time to have him dismiss and remove the rest of the women in his entourage.
He couldn’t stomach the thought of touching any of them, and even their blood had
lost appeal. As he was ending that call, something tickled at the back of his mind.



Pam.

Her behavior recently had been in no way out of the ordinary, very typical…too
typical, in fact. That alone should have made him nervous.  Queen or not, Pam was
Pam.

There had been no need whatsoever for him to attend this particular conference in
this  particular  location  yet  she  –  with  Jessica’s help  –  had  not  only  made  his
reservations and smoothed the way but ensured that his schedule was cleared, and
in the end had virtually insisted he go.

Her guilt trips were quite the production.

A long while back she had given up nagging him about the growing length of his
hair, but then she suddenly began harping on it again three weeks ago.

Something was up.

But there was no way she could know about Sookie when even he hadn’t, not with
his contacts. It wasn’t that he’d been actively looking for her since he didn’t think
there would be any reason to, plus he figured she deserved to be free of the bullshit
inherent in the supe world, but his far-reaching contacts would have mentioned to
him if she’d been seen in their area…if she’d let them see her, that is.

The wildcard, though, was Willa. He knew that his two Daughters were somewhat
friendly and were in irregular contact with each other.

The last he’d heard, Willa was in…

“Pamela,” he intoned when she answered his immediately placed call. “Speak.”

When  he  finally  ended  what  turned  out  to  be  an  extremely  interesting  and
unusually long conversation with his child, he contacted the hotel’s concierge.

Ten  minutes  later  he  was  in  the  chair  receiving  a  hair  cut  from  the  hotel’s
acclaimed barber on duty.

•~•0•~•

Sookie woke up the next morning with vague memories of soft dreams dancing in
her head.  She’d had good dreams that night…really, really good dreams.



Somehow she just knew in a way she couldn’t explain that those dreams about Eric
had actually happened.  Somehow she knew that some of the things she dreamed,
the good things, the bad things, and the really, really good things…they had really,
truly happened….

It pissed her off that she couldn’t touch and feel and know…and remember…that
reality.

Confused, irate, and pissed off because of that blend of irritated confusion, Sookie
stomped and banged around her home before shrugging on her bathing suit and
hitting the lounge chair on her rooftop.

The strong dose of sexual frustration raging through her system didn’t help.  Those
dreams, combined with the string of increasingly mediocre lovers she’d had before
giving up on that whole “friends with benefits” thing a while back, added no joy to
her day.

She had less than an hour and a half to “baste and broil” as Misty called it before
having to shower and appear by noon, but it was worth the effort.  The sun, she had
realized over the years, was her salvation when things were going nuts, when her
memories became dreams and her dreams became memories and she couldn’t trust
which was which.

It  was telling, she thought, that everything had been fine before The Cowardly
Asshole had shown up in her life.  Hell, it was getting so that she couldn’t exactly
recall what he even looked like, just what he’d said and done. She could remember
everything  normally  from  before  then.  Granted  it  was  in  bits  and  pieces  as
memories were naturally kept, but they were there and they were accessible and
damn it, they were clear.

Other things were becoming clearer in her mind as time slowly ticked on, things
seeming to return to the front as though they were no longer afraid to show their
little memory faces now but had been before.  She could remember working at that
stupid smelly bar, could remember Maxine downing her Diet Coke with her tub of
fries, could remember Hoyt and Jessica and some of her co-workers.  She could
remember the librarian at that dinky local library, could remember Lala and kind of



missed him sometimes, could remember Arlene and Willa even though she didn’t
really know her all that well.

She could even remember Pam and how the vampire had hated her, jealous she
supposed over that connection she had with Eric.

She remembered Alcide, some things about him anyway, but for some reason they
didn’t make a lot of sense, but her gut told her that he wasn’t all that important to
the here and now.

Her gut never lied – she’d learned that along the way at some point.

Some things in her mind were still distorted, though, mostly things about Eric and
The Cowardly Asshole now..  They would appear in and out of a bank of strange
fog and smoke playing “catch me if you can”.

Things were distorted even after she’d left back there, but that made a weird sort of
sense to her.  She’d been in the middle of having a breakdown while driving down
the Interstate for fuck’s sake, so of course things from then were foggy as hell.

She  remembered  buying  her  first  bottle  of  blue  nail  polish,  though.  She
remembered crying in some store’s parking lot and she remembered wanting some
hot food, too, but those events were sometimes a bit hazy, but more like memories
usually were.  Wanting to buy that silly nail polish, though…

It was the first stark, clear, 3-D memory she could recall after having left…there.

She set the alarm on the battery-operated clock she’d started using instead of her
phone with its unreliable battery, and proceeded to fall back into a nice, comforting
sleep.

Work started at noon and while it was going to be a boring night, she still had to be
there.

BNP: PT. 6

Eric rose the next afternoon seething with an annoying blend of impatience and
caution. His skin was crawling with the need to see Sookie with his own eyes, but
although he had narrowed his options down considerably, he still had strategies to
plan.



This was too important to risk letting something stupid like impatience fuck it up.

Any future potential he might have with Sookie would depend entirely on their
first meeting in…years.

So much rested on him striking the right tone tonight; plus, he was determined to
start out as he meant to go.

Part of the problem was that he didn’t yet know how much, much less in what
ways, the woman in question had changed. According to the way the co-owner had
described her, Sookie had changed quite  a  bit,  but  would it  have  been for  the
better?

For the worse?

As he  well  knew, she  had a  giving streak a  mile  wide,  but  she  could  also  be
extremely narrow-minded and short-sighted, too.

She was also notoriously stubborn.

Obstinacy in and of itself wasn’t necessarily a bad trait – it all depended on how it
was used. Although he preferred to call it “tenacious”, Odin knew he was stubborn,
but he liked to think he knew when to listen to others who were more experienced
when he needed to do so. The ability to learn, to recognize when someone knew
more than he did and then to actively listen to that other person’s advice, was a
gift.

He  hoped that  during the  passing  years  Sookie  had learned at  least  that  basic
survival trick.

He also hoped she had learned better how to read people whose minds were silent
to her gift.

Those passing years had been extremely beneficial  to him both financially  and
politically; he hoped they had been as kind to his Sookie.

Sookie.

He still couldn’t believe she had been dropped so neatly into his virtual lap after so
long.



For that matter he still couldn’t believe that Pam had been the one to do it.

She couldn’t stand Sookie in the past and, true to herself, she still couldn’t, but she
loved him more than she hated “that walking fairy vagina”.  Eric secretly suspected
Pam was mostly bitter that Sookie hadn’t been afraid of her the first time they’d
met at Fangtasia…and that Sookie preferred men.  After letting that description slip
out, she had even made an effort to limit her insults, instead letting her tone of
voice display her…feelings.

Eric felt he owed her for being so instrumental in his “surprise“, but Pam, both
wealthy in her own right and Queen of the now-lucrative state of Louisiana, had no
need of anything he could think of to send her, but he was sure he could find
something. However, he sensed quite a few gifts coming to his  youngest child…
The child currently residing in Phoenix, Ari-fucking-zona…

The child who had caught a whiff of a familiar scent one evening.

The child who had followed that scent from a distance until verifying the scent’s
identity.

The child who had then promptly contacted her Sibling – the sibling being his
oldest child who loved to plan surprises for her Maker.

His oldest child had matured beyond his honest expectations.  His youngest child
was simply a good person at heart.  Maybe she would find room in her life for him
some night after all.

Sookie…

He began pacing with the need to see Sookie, to verify with his own eyes and nose
that it really was her and that she was well. It had been all he could manage the
night before to stop himself from charging off after her, but the knowledge that
things could go south far too easily without thorough planning had prevented rash
actions.

Barely.

He was fully aware that once he was in her presence he wouldn’t want to deny the
urge, the need, to take her into his arms…to hold her close enough to feel the soft,



lush warmth of her body bringing life back into his own…to feel the reassuring
beat of her heart so close to that silent place in his chest…to become intimately
reacquainted  with  her  beautiful  breasts,  her  sweetly  curved  ass…to  hear  those
noises she made when he brought her to pleasure again and again…

He’d gone into his dayrest hard and had risen the same.

Where Sookie was concerned, he remembered wryly, such was the norm. But also
where Sookie was concerned, unfortunately nothing but confusion was written in
stone, either.

So much time had passed, though…

What was she like now?

He knew she would still be beautiful – her residual scent showed her hybrid status
remained intact and said status guaranteed extremely slow aging.

But  what  about  her  personality?  Her  mind-set?  Her  ability  to  jump to  wrong
conclusions at the speed of light and cling to them tooth and nail? 

Without arrogance he knew he could have his pick of the world’s finest women of
any species…why was he still so hung up on a woman he hadn’t even heard from,
much less seen, for so many years?

Because it was Sookie. 

His Sookie was passion and determination and silly manners and…and some fires
never died.

Eric snorted.

There was nothing “his” about Sookie.

Yet.

For  a  slightly  hazy  and  far  too  brief  period  of  time  he’d  had  paradise  in  his
amnesia-ridden hands. Later, if he’d played his cards differently at certain other
points he might could have regained that lost ground, but he hadn’t, and she’d been
blinded by Bill’s blood and lies anyway.



At least she wasn’t anymore. Compton’s goo had long since decomposed…

Reluctantly he wondered if Sookie hated vampires now considering her purposeful
avoidance of his kind. She certainly had enough reason to, especially given Bill
and Russell’s treatment of her…even Pam’s shit hadn’t helped.  He decided that
even after all she had been through, she must not, at least, not to an obvious extent.
The business she co-owned did cater to eaters at vampire events, after all.   Perhaps
she was simply playing it smart by keeping herself out of their world as best she
could.

Eric shook his head as he headed to the suite’s kitchen. Given her scent and her
previous luck with his kind, that was the best thing she could do.

Memories of sunshine in a pretty blonde bottle whetted yet another of his appetites
so he heated in succession several of the “private reserve” Pam had apparently
ordered  one  of  his  minions  to  stock  the  room with  when  she’d  organized  his
“speaking engagement”.

That Pam…

While he would have preferred fresh blood from a living donor, he didn’t call
down to order anyone sent up. Not only was it still daylight and most humans had
no  idea  that  older  vampires  could  rise  during  the  afternoon,  but  the  idea  of
physically biting someone who wasn’t Sookie didn’t appeal.

At all.

He glared at the microwave.

In  his  frank  opinion  the  exclusive  top  tier  of  his  company’s  offerings  were
stupendously expensive but worth the cost considering they contained more than
78% human blood – triple  filtered and sourced from the least  polluted regions
found on the planet.  That brand division’s particular clientele certainly didn’t mind
paying the price for the convenience even if – generally speaking – nothing beat
fresh from the living body.

He smirked as he waited for the microwave to ding. Naturally this version was the
tastiest, if most expensive, product on the market, but even the cheapest version he
produced was palatable enough to suffice…in an emergency situation, at any rate.



Eric might have been an entrepreneur but he had discriminating taste in spades.

He was also now a legend in the vampire world.

His publicly available products no longer carried the cure…because there was no
need.  That it had once done so, however, had bought him something invaluable in
the vampire community – extreme loyalty.  In direct contradiction of the nefarious
Yakuza schemes, by his sixth month in business Eric’s developers had synthesized
enough of the antidote to cure and inoculate the world’s vampire population.

Each bottle  had contained enough of the antidote to cure one large adult  male
vampire.  A next  bottle  ingested  by  the  now-cured  vampire  had  provided  the
inoculation.  Further doses weren’t necessary.  Even vampires so far gone that they
were only nights away from dissolving into goo had been brought back from that
edge, although they had often required three to five bottles of the initial cure.

Of course several dedicated facilities safely scattered across the planet continued
synthesizing  and  bottling  the  vampire  inoculation  and  every undead  authority
figure,  from Monarch  to  whatever  their  version  of  the  local  sheriff  might  be,
maintained an in-date supply for Makers to give to their newly-Turned progeny.

A human version of the cure had been mass produced the moment researchers had
discovered  a  way  to  have  the  product  introduced  into  into  the  world’s  water
supplies while maintaining the integrity of the product.

The cure was engineered to survive a regular brew cycle for both coffee and tea
and  would  remain  viable  in  bottled  water  for,  he’d  been  informed,  up  to  six
months.  When during the distribution of the water he had discovered just how bad
the  drinking water  supplies  in  some areas  was,  Eric  had instructed  the  shelter
companies  he’d  been  using  to  continue  donating  bottled  water  until  proper
sanitation systems could be brought in.

Vampires were the worst gossips so they knew of his activities; humans did not,
and he preferred it that way.

However, only select vampires – a total of four – knew his researchers had also
developed  and put  into  practice  a  way  to  render  useless  the  purpose  of  “anti-
glamour contacts”.   It had taken them some time to alter the chemical composition



of the materials used in the manufacturing process, but eventually that plan had
been deemed a success.

What humans didn’t know wouldn’t hurt him.

Eric was determined that  things like vompires and Hep V and the government
suppression of those different from themselves would be relegated to history.

If  anyone  –  governmental,  civilian,  or  somewhere  in  between  –  complicit  in
developing, testing, or spreading the virus or promoting government bigotry had
dropped out of existence during the following years, he wouldn’t know.  He spent a
lot of time out of the country, you see…

For all her many faults, his Sibling Nora hadn’t deserved to die in such a fashion.

He automatically refocused his thoughts before they could continue down those
particular roads then instantly remembered that he would be glady taking the most
sternly-avoided road soon enough, and grinned.

Once the bottles had been warmed to the perfect drinking temperature, he loaded
them into the heat-retention container developed specifically for this purpose, and
headed to one of the suite’s sitting areas to down his meal while thinking.

Eric had worked his admittedly fine ass off in the early years after the vompire
shitstorm. At the time he’d considered the driving need to eradicate Hep V and
government interference, not to mention making a success of his ventures, his only
motivations. Upon reflection, however, he realized that he had also used the hard
work  as  an  excuse  to  keep  from thinking  and  feeling  things  he  would  rather
forget…namely the “relationship” he’d never quite had with Sookie, not while in
his right mind at any rate.

When he had left her that last time, he hadn’t allowed himself to look back. The
view would have been too painful, and he knew that a clean break was always the
best.

And it wasn’t as though she couldn’t have contacted him if she’d wanted. He’d
kept the Fangtasia property intact and the business thriving, and had maintained it
as a home base of sorts…



Now he wondered if he had subconsciously done it so that Sookie would have a
way of contacting him if she’d wanted.

She never had.

If occasionally he thought vaguely that  something seemed to be missing, that his
astronomical successes somehow felt less thrilling than they should have, he would
chalk  it  up  to  something  that  made  sense.  Maybe  he  needed  a  vacation  from
working so hard…but not on a fucking mountaintop in broad fucking daylight, for
fuck’s sake.

Maybe  he  just  needed  to  acquire  yet  another  lab…or  production  facility…or
airline…or private security company. Weres were always looking for decent work.

He’d quickly divested himself of his last remaining cruise line, though. Humans
were prodigiously contagious – they bred and carried far too many diseases.

Acquiring another congressman was always an option…

Back then,  having his  “caretaker” underling  acquire  him a  set  of  triplets  from
Transylvania or whatever they were calling it now – as opposed to wherever a last
batch had come from –  had always proven mildly interesting.

New blood on tap was new blood on tap, regardless of the packaging.

Several times he had fired all his current human retinue, although he knew he was
supposed to call them “staff members” now according to Pam. Regardless, he’d
glamoured them to get the hell away from him and replaced them with entirely
new minions. While that had proven vastly satisfactory, it hadn’t solved whatever
the hell the real problem had been.

Despite  all  his  efforts,  nothing  had  ever  honestly  worked,  yet  something  had
whispered to him that it wouldn’t pay to delve too deeply into the root cause of that
empty feeling at the back of his mind.

And now…

Sookie.



He tuned into his senses and, when he was certain the sun had finally lowered
enough to be safe, he downed the last two bottles of warmed private reserve and
went to shower.

Once dressed in his favorite black jeans – the ones that “cupped his ass just so”
according to more than once source, his favorite well-worn black t-shirt and black
leather boots, he checked photos of and directions to Sookie’s current dwelling on
his laptop.

She had been off work since 5:00 pm, and as it was now finally approaching full
dark, it was time to put that missing something back into his life.

It was a great evening for flying across the small city.

•~•0•~•

Anticipation sending tingles throughout his body, Eric hovered above the rooftop
of Sookie’s townhouse for  a  few minutes as  he surveyed the scene below and
listened acutely to all the nearby background noises. Once deciding that it was safe
to do so, he landed lightly.

His  fangs  snicked  down  when  he  inhaled  deeply  and  he  gave  a  rumble  of
appreciation.

The scent of a sunbathing Fairy hybrid still permeated the air.

As he studied in minute detail the area that seemed to belong solely to his Sookie,
he suddenly realized that she might not currently be single. Just because her co-
worker didn’t think she was currently involved with someone didn’t mean she…
wasn’t.  She and the woman didn’t seem to be especially close…

Several focused sniffs didn’t reveal any other scents, but that was irrelevant. Not
everyone shared her love of the sun.

It didn’t matter, he decided as he rose once again into the air.

People disappeared every night of the year.

As he slowly descended to the front door of her unit, he noted with a grin that her
windows were well shielded against floating peeping Toms. It almost looked as



though she used black-out curtains. He listened intently and, from the noises within
the home and the off-key humming, concluded that she was busy in the kitchen.

He landed then immediately knocked loudly on her door.

Fuck waiting…

He heard her stop whatever she’d been doing. Then, after a long moment, he heard
a crash and a low noise that sounded as though a body had hit the floor…then
nothing.

“Sookie?” he called out loudly as he pounded on the door. “Sookie!”

When he could still discern no movement inside, he cursed the fact that he knew
no Weres in the area as he continued pounding on the door and calling her name. In
his  concern he instinctively  grasped the doorknob at  some point  and rattled it,
perhaps in hopes that particular noise would rouse her where his voice hadn’t, but
he would never know for certain because he inadvertently broke something inside
the flimsy metal device.

The  door  swung  inward  upon  his  surprised  release  of  the  knob  and,  without
conscious thought, he took a step forward before halting. When he realized that he
was more than halfway through her doorway into her living room and that nothing
was repelling his entry, he thanked whatever forces had made his access possible
and, following his nose as he detected the scent of new blood, blurred down the
hallway to her side.

She was in the kitchen and had, indeed, fainted.

And her freshly-spilled blood smelled…

A quick scan of Sookie’s vital signs soothed Eric’s worry about the state of her
being; the delicious scent of her blood, however, urged immediate action.

She had apparently been chopping some sort of green vegetation when his knock at
her door had caused the knife to slip. Blood was now flowing a little too freely
from a gash just below the knuckle of her middle finger.

Eric gently rearranged her body into a slightly more comfortable position on the
floor and, without conscious thought, raised her injured hand to his mouth.   As



much as he would have wished to savor the experience, he rushed to lave away the
blood so he could seal her wound quickly.  It tasted slightly different from the way
he remembered, but he didn’t take the time to ponder that difference.

Once the bleeding had stopped, he pricked his finger and smoothed his healing
blood over the cut so that not even a scar would remain.

Satisfied that she was now truly not injured, he gathered her into his arms and
retraced his steps to the living room far too quickly for his tastes.

Her slight weight felt incredibly right in his arms.

With reluctance he placed her on a long sofa and arranged her as comfortably as he
could. When he’d entered the room a scent – familiar and comforting – had teased
his nose, and a glance at the back of the couch confirmed his feeling.

That horrid old afghan…

As he removed it from the back of the couch and spread it over his unconscious
Sookie, he lifted a corner of it to his nose and let the hazy memories resurface for a
brief but overwhelming moment.

Eventually he remembered the unsecured door, and blurred from her side to tend to
it. He ventured back to the kitchen to clean up her spilled blood and pour her a
glass of the orange juice he found in her refrigerator, and returned to hold vigil in
the surprisingly comfortable chair he pulled over to the sofa.

The sounds of her heartbeat and breathing said her unconscious state had changed
over to simply sleeping, so he wasn’t unduly concerned.

His superior vision easily recognized the faint changes in her appearance that had
taken place during the passing years. He somehow thought that the minute changes
in her face – delicate new lines around her eyes, a deepening of the folds around
her mouth – and even in how she unconsciously carried herself were caused more
by stress than time.

Although  she  was  thinner  now  than  she’d  been  the  last  time  he’d  seen  her,
something told him any “fleshing out” of her body was a more recent occurrence.  
The softness that had been in her face was…missing.



No scent of the sun remained on her person as she would have showered since the
last  time she’d been able to relax under its  rays, but her  sun-kissed skin fairly
gleamed to his vampire sight with its warmth.

As the shock of suddenly being so near his Sookie again after so long began to
settle  in,  he  took  several  deep  breaths  to  steady  himself,  and  savored  her
concentrated scent in the dwelling… as well as the lack of odors from any recent
male visitors.

He greedily observed and memorized everything he could about her while he was
finally free to do so,  but had to wonder what had really brought her  to Yuma,
Arizona.

There couldn’t be any sort of Fairy lure as the area was notoriously devoid of their
fair presence.

The other woman had said that she’d been in this location for years, but why…
here?

Why now?

And why were her fingernails and toenails painted blue?

A quiet movement brought his gaze from the blue tips of her toes to meet her
slowly opening eyes, and her gaze of disbelief made him smile slightly.

“Enjoy your nap, Ms. Stackhouse?”

BNP: PT. 7

 “Eric?  What the…?  Is it really…”  Her eyes darted around the room in fearful
confusion.  “Where the hell did you come from?”  She then glanced down at her
healed finger anxiously then back up to his face. “You were the void at the door!
Wait…how…how did you get in?”

Eric stood, bowed grandly hoping to lighten the mood, and picked up the glass of
juice as he pretended he hadn’t heard the trembling in her voice or saw the fear in
her eyes.



“At your service, and I was wondering that myself,” he answered softly with a
gentle smile.

The fear and confusion was rolling off her in acrid waves and he didn’t understand
it and certainly didn’t want to add to it.

Sookie sat up and with a shaking hand scrubbed hard at her forehead before tossing
off the afghan.  With a too-wary glance she accepted the glass of juice Eric held
out to her.

He’d thought it was a good sign when she had taken the glass from him without
complaint, but was momentarily stunned when she suddenly doused his chest with
the contents and made to run for the door.

Had her aim been better, his face would have been flooded.

With gratifying ease he blurred to her side and in one move he had her scooped up
into his arms, and in the blink of an eye he was sitting on the couch with her firmly
ensconced on his lap.

The disappointment in his eyes didn’t register to the hybrid now sitting frozen in
terror in his arms. The abject fear in her face stabbed at his heart and gentled his
touch even further as he stroked her back and softened his voice as he crooned
quietly in her ear.

Eric used all the experience he had gained during his years in existence to soothe
and reassure his terrified Sookie as he wondered what the hell had caused her to
fear…him.

Of all people, why would she fear him?

The knowledge broke his heart.

As  she  slowly  calmed  from  immobilized  terror  to  violent  shaking  to,  finally,
exhausted stillness, he never once stopped singing or, when the words failed him,
humming softly into her ear. His hands never stilled either, working continuously
to gently ease first  frozen then shaking muscles,  muscles he now figured were
probably sore from such violent tremors.

At least her heart’s beating was no longer reminiscent of a terrorized rabbit.



When he felt her relax his worry began to abate…until she went limp in his arms,
and would have slid off his lap had he not already been holding her.

He quickly placed her comfortably on the couch again, but there was something
about this stillness that bothered him.

Her  previous  faint  was  just  that  –  a  regular  passing  out  due  to  shock.  This,
however…

This was different…subtle, but different.

She was too still.  Her heartbeat, her respiration…both were a little too shallow and
a little too slow.

Once he covered her again with that old afghan, he whipped out his phone.

“How’s your delicious little hybrid?”

While he had previously thanked Pam for her intervention, this was not the time.

“Not now, Pam.  Get me Ludwig’s number.  Now.”

“Eric?”  Pam’s will-hidden concern was easily discernible by one who knew her so
well.

“Not me, Sookie.”

Pam rattled the number off having  stored it in her highly touted “vault” for some
reason,  and  Eric  disconnected  to  immediately  dial  the  querulous  doctor  who
thankfully answered on the second ring.

“Ludwig, this is Eric Northman.  Something is wrong with Sookie.”

“Sookie?  Sookie Stackhouse?  You know where she is?”

“Yes.  Can you recommend a doctor in the Yuma, Arizona area?”

“What in the hell is she doing in fucking Arizona?!  What’s wrong with her?”

Eric’s  keen  hearing  immediately  heard  the  sudden  seriousness  in  the  doctor’s
voice.



“She collapsed.  Her breathing and heart beats are slow and shallow, and she reeks
of extreme fear.”

It galled him to admit it to the troll, but it was so out of character for the Sookie he
knew that he had to mention it.

“Damn…  I’m…I’m on my way.”

The doctor disconnected the call and in the time it took Eric to curse, pocket his
phone, and check on Sookie, he heard a voice behind him signaling her arrival.

“Out of the way, Northman.  This could be bad.”

He stepped to the foot of the couch and didn’t bother questioning how the doctor
had managed to pop directly into Sookie’s living room.

The fact she’d said this could be “bad” was his sole focus.

After  placing  her  medical  bag  on  the  table  and  checking  Sookie’s  pulse  and
respiration, the doctor opened her patient’s closed eyelids and checked her pupils’
response to the penlight she held in her hand, then sniffed Sookie’s skin in several
places.

Moving quickly, Ludwig dug through her bag and, after  apparently not  finding
what she needed, barked, “Northman, drop a fang and nick her finger.  I have to
test her blood.”

At  any other  time Eric  would have questioned the hell  out  of  anyone wanting
anything to do with Sookie’s blood, but he sensed that time was of the essence.

Moments later a dark drop of blood pooled on the tip of Sookie’s finger which the
doctor promptly let drip onto a glass slide she’d readied from her bag.

“I  need  another  drop,”  she  demanded  urgently  after  securing  the  sample  then
withdrawing an oddly colored wooden object from a small case.

Eric squeezed out an additional drop which the doctor caught on the tip of the thin
wooden object he thought resembled a large drink stirrer.

The red blood slowly turned a murky blue as it soaked into the multi-hued wood.



“How long has she been here,” she demanded with an accusing glare directed at
Eric as she sniffed the blooded end of the stick.

“Around nine years, according to her friend.  Why?”

“No wonder she’s crashed.  She can’t stay here.”

“I can take her to my suite…”

“No, Northman, I mean she has to leave this fucking region.”

The tiny doctor clasp her chin with her hand and paced a few steps.  When Eric
started to speak, she held up a finger to silence him.

An agonizingly long minute later, she spoke.  “Do you know where my hospital in
Shreveport is?”

Eric  nodded,  suddenly  getting  the  idea  that  all  this  had  something  to  do  with
Sookie’s heritage.  Questions could wait, though.  Ludwig never acted as though a
situation was serious unless it was well beyond worrisome.

“Good.  Bring my bag.  I can’t pop both that distance.”

Ludwig placed her hand on Sookie’s shoulder, and they disappeared.

Eric never blinked.  He whipped out his phone, called his pilot, and then called
Pam.

“I will  be entering your state.  Additional security will  be needed for Ludwig’s
hospital.”

Less than three hours later and with two bags in his hand, Eric looked out of the
opened door of his highly customized mid-sized aircraft.  The familiar night view
of Shreveport greeted him with a burst of ill-timed nostalgia.

With a nod to the pilot he rose to fly over that skyline, what there was of it anyway,
straight for Ludwig’s supe hospital.

In no time he landed before the magically camouflaged facility in an economically
depressed area on the outskirts of the city.  Humans would see nothing more than
an old warehouse and feel an urge to walk on by, but supes wouldn’t be fooled.



He blurred to  the secure door  which opened at  his  approach.  Once inside,  he
spotted two vampires he recognized from the palace just inside the door and, in the
middle of a long hallway, he saw Ludwig waiting for him.  Two more guards were
stationed at another entrance at the end of the hallway, and if he knew Pam, there
were more guards stationed throughout the facility.

At  his  glance  after  he’d  blurred  to  meet  her,  she  replied,  “I  saw  you  on  the
monitor.”

Eric handed her the medical bag.  “Sookie?”

“Alive.  I’ve induced a strong-sedation state to help her recover.”

“Strong sedation?  Why?  And recover from what, exactly?”

“There’s a reason the Fae don’t congregate in the beautiful sunny southwest,” she
whispered  for  Eric’s ears  only.  “The  dirt  out  there  is  positively  teeming  with
minerals that wreck havoc on their delicate constitutions.  Humans aren’t affected
but the right mixture will fuck up a Fairy because of their magic.”

“Iron?”

“Some, yes, but in its natural form it’s not too bad for them so long as it’s not
rusted and they don’t go playing with it, and it would take an astronomically high
concentration of natural iron for hybrids to even notice its presence in its natural
form.  No, it’s the concentration of wulfenite and its buddy stolzite mixed in with
the rest of it that’ll affect both purebloods and hybrids.”

At Eric’s look, she continued as they walked down the hallway toward a door with
a guard on each side.

He nodded in acknowledgment of the vampires whose presence he knew would
soon be replaced with qualified Weres for the daylight hours.

Thank you, Pam.

“She and their  ilk  are  affected  by more  minerals  than just  iron,  Viking.  Iron’s
effects are just the most deadly and the most obvious of the lot.”



They  halted  before  the  closed  door  and  Ludwig  indicated  the  guards.  Eric
recognized  them  from  Pam’s  personal  security  detail  and  knew  them  to  be
eminently trustworthy.

“Is this necessary?”

“Yes. How bad is her condition?  What has it done to her?  Can she be cured?” 
Eric gripped the bag of items he’d gathered for Sookie in one hand and dragged the
other through his hair.

“I’ve had to put her in that damn coma-like state to get her other side to calm the
hell down,” she snarled with another sideways glance at the vampire guards, then
opened the door and entered.

After Eric followed through and closed the door, she continued.  “These rooms are
spelled to prevent the wrong ears from hearing the wrong things.  Now, the effects
of that mineral combination are different for each Fae depending on their magic
and  the  volatility  of  their  spark.  Even  though  she’s  a  hybrid,  it  would  have
interfered with her Fairy side which in turn would mess with the ways it interacts
with her human faculties.”

She walked over to check on some machinery hooked up to the covered form in the
bed.  Eric’s gaze was focused on Sookie’s pale, too-still face.

“You said she’s been there over nine years?”

At Eric’s nod, she continued.

“That little gal’s damn lucky she’s got so much human in her then.  For lack of a
better name we call it “mineral poisoning” but frankly non-Fae healers don’t really
know all that much about the condition.  It generally attacks either the Fairy’s body
or their mind, but sometimes both.”

She gestured at Sookie.

“Her body is stressed but since it’s not nearly as deteriorated as it could have been
after that amount of exposure, I would guess her mind caught the brunt of her
distressed Fairy side.  It would have been even worse if she was under mental or



emotional strain. The more emotional the Fairy, the harder it’ll affect them, and if
this has been going on for so long, she was past due for a crash.”

Ludwig stopped speaking at the look on Eric’s face and gave him a moment to
adjust.

“At least judging by her tan she had enough sense to let the sun help her even if
she  didn’t  know  what  was  going  on.  This  poisoning  is  slow-acting,  so  she
probably had no idea.  The sun wouldn’t have done all that much for the fugue if
that was her main problem but every little bit would have helped.”

Eric stared down at his Sookie so still and wan against the too-white sheets.  A
plastic  blood-filled  tube  ran  from  her  lower  arm  into  a  complicated  looking
machine  and  another  tube  returned  her  blood  to…he  had  to  look  away  for  a
moment.

It was so barbaric.

Other machines held plastic bags of fluid or showed moving graphs or beeped…his
Sookie didn’t deserve this.

He cleared his throat and indicated the machine that accepted then emitted her life-
blood.

“It’s scrubbing her blood. She wouldn’t have accumulated a large amount of these
minerals  since  they’re  generally  soil-bound,  but  this  will  filter  out  what  little
manged to get  into her  system from the water  and wind.  The real  problem is
getting her spark and the way it interacts with her human side to stabilize and then
figuring out what sort of damage has been done and if it’s reversible.   This is a
long-term case, Northman.  Pull up a chair.”

“Would,” he started, then had to clear his throat.  The compassion in the normally
bitchy little doctor’s eyes burned.  “Would my blood help her?”

“Yes, and no.  It wouldn’t help yet,” she replied brusquely even though vampires
were not known for offering their blood to assist her patients.  “Let the machine do
its job for now, but we’ll revisit the suggestion later.  I have rounds,” she finished
with a nod before checking the largest bag of fluid then shuffling from the room.



Eric stood at the side of the bed not occupied with automated machinery that did
things with her blood and body, and stared down at his Sookie.

He reached out a shaking hand and lightly stroked his thumb across her cheek, then
smoothed her hair before tucking it behind her ears.  After remembering what he
held in his other hand, he placed the bag on the nearby table and withdrew that old,
horrid afghan, shook it out, and placed it atop her covers.

Long minutes later he started when his phone rang.  The ringtone indicated the
caller was Pam, so he answered.

“What is going on, Master?”

Pam’s unusually serious tone revealed her concern on his behalf.

She had never truly liked Sookie, didn’t like her now, either, but her loyalty to him
was far stronger than her understandable dislike.  Sookie had never left his life in
peace, something his child would always hold against the hybrid.

In her place, he’d have felt the same.

“Sookie is in an induced coma-like state.  Ludwig said that the minerals in Arizona
affected her Fairy side somehow so she had to put her to sleep to help with the
cure.”

“Minerals?  Fairies  are such pitifully delicate creatures,” she snarked but without
much bite.  “So there is a cure,” she went on more forcefully.

“Yes, but I don’t know how long it will take.”  He pulled the chair Ludwig had
indicated over to the bed and sat.

“Well, your quarters are readied for whenever you wish.  Do I,” she cleared her
throat  and  asked  briskly  but  with  far  less  distaste  than  Eric  would  have  ever
thought, “do I need to prepare the telepath a safe place too, or will she be staying
with you once she’s recovered?”

Pam’s  matter  of  fact  implication  that  Sookie  would  recover  along  with  her
willingness to assume that she would be protectively housing Sookie in the royal
residence almost brought a line of red to Eric’s eyes.



“I don’t…know,” he replied, the memory of the terror in her eyes burning in his
mind.

“Well,  I’ll  have  the  chambers  beside  yours  prepared just  in  case.  That’s what
minions are for.”

When silence followed her offer, she said in a kinder if still strident tone, “Ludwig
is an opinionated, grumpy little bitch, but she’s the best at what she does.  If she
says Sookie will heal, then she will heal.  Did you get your hair cut?”

•~•0•~•

The first two days and three nights he didn’t leave her side.  The room was light-
safe, and while the doctor would grumble and shoo him away during some of her
examinations, she surprised him by having a larger, more comfortable reclining
chair brought in for his use.

With only slightly more grumbling she even had quite several bags of high quality
blood sent to him…to replace what he lost due to the bleeds.  The most he would
allow himself was half an hour of downtime here and there, and even then he timed
it with an alarm.

Pam, with no comment whatsoever, sent over more than a week’s worth of clothing
and personal items…as well as some personal grooming items for Sookie, to Eric’s
bemusement.

The brush and comb had come in handy, as had something called “dry shampoo” in
a spray can that Ludwig had thoroughly investigated before giving her shrugged
approval for its use.  It’s “unscented” scent was stronger than expected.

He  assumed  Pam  would  take  care  of  the  Arizona  business,  most  likely  by
contacting  his  company  dayman,  but  he  didn’t  care  enough to  ask.  His  entire
world was abruptly focused only on the happenings in this small hospital room.

The removal of the too-large, in his opinion, tubes from her body on the second
night had been a relief.   By then Sookie’s system had been cleared of the faint
mineral accumulation, such as it was, for a while but Ludwig hadn’t wanted to take
any  chances.  The  treatment  was  now  deemed  as  successful  as  possible.  His



elevated senses easily detected the faintly brightening tint to Sookie’s skin and the
slight “cleaner” difference in her scent.

Just prior to the removal of the tubes, Ludwig had performed another test with the
strangely colored piece of wood during which Sookie’s blood remained the proper
color, and she had taken another sample off to her lab.  Within minutes she had
pronounced Sookie cured in all but mind, and stated that the following night she
would begin slowly bringing her out of the now lighter sedation.

Afterward, Sookie would wake when she and her Fairy side chose to do so.

He spent countless hours staring at Sookie’s face, memorizing her current features
and identifying the minute differences, then watching as the signs of stress faded
most of even the faintest changes from her preternaturally young face.  He watched
as  that  strange tenseness  slowly eased from her  body, watched and listened to
every improvement that took place in the function of her heart and lungs.

Toward the end of that third night, after his second day spent awake, the doctor
stared at him for a long moment with squinted eyes then ordered him to get his tail
to his child’s glorified house, that he needed a real day’s rest and not to return until
he’d had it.

Her glare at his objections was magnificent.

“And just what good do you think you’re going to be to that little girl if you’re a
blood-soaked, zoned-out mess when she wakes up?  Yeah, yeah, you’re a mighty
vampire, I get it.  But even the damn Vikings needed sleep.  Now take your hulking
frame out of my hospital and get a decent day’s rest.  Go on, get out of here.”

The day’s true rest had been noticeably restorative, but the moment it was safe to
do so Eric returned.

That  evening  –  evening  because  Ludwig  knew  the  protective  instincts  of  her
patient’s permanent visitor would require him to be present – the doctor had a Were
trained in the manual aspects of physical therapy come by to tend to Sookie’s lax
body.  She wasn’t entirely convinced that her patient  hadn’t suffered physically
from the negative effects of the mineral “poisoning” and thought some therapy
wouldn’t hurt.



Eric’s low growl at the thought of  anyone touching his Sookie’s body brought a
gleeful look to the doctor’s eye.

“This has to be done, Northman.  I don’t want to risk any…”

“Show me.  I’ll do it.”

“I thought as much.”

The Were,  thankfully female,  was familiar  enough with supe possessiveness to
easily  understand,  so  she  took  her  time  very  carefully  showing  Eric  how  to
massage and manipulate different aspects of the patient’s muscles and joints, then
had him repeat her movements under her watchful eye. When she left, she gave
him her professional number in case he had further questions.  As a smart vampire
he’d been a quick study, but things could still happen.

Eric realized there was a chance he might possibly be overreacting, maybe, but the
sight of his Sookie resting so still, so vulnerable, brought his instincts to the fore. 
After the good Were left, as he continued his guided movements he told Ludwig to
give the kindly woman a bonus and to add it to his bill.

“Oh, I will.”

Too busy gently massaging the backs of Sookie’s calves, he missed the knowing
smirk in the doctor’s gaze as she watched his gentle movements.

When Ludwig brought Sookie out of the last vestiges of the strong sedation, he
breathed a sigh of relief as Sookie’s heart and lungs responded in kind by slowly
increasing in both strength and speed.

Eric maintained his vigil as he waited by or on her bedside every night and during
the rare days that Ludwig gave up trying to get him to “take his giant self home
already”.

He faithfully continued following the therapist’s recommendations to the letter and
easily spent hours first massaging and manipulating Sookie’s joints and muscles,
then after a while his attentions would give way to simply stroking her skin and
rubbing her feet and hands as he contemplated times past and future.



Seeing  her  in  the  flesh  had  loosened  something  in  his  heart,  setting  free  the
knowledge that she was what he had been missing all along.  There was no denying
it, and he had no intention of losing her again even to her own mind.

Naturally he wondered how things would go once she was healed and her life was
returned to a true normal, and it would be, damn it all.

And she would be healed.  As querulous and unpleasant as Ludwig tended to be,
her expertise in the supe medical field was legendary.  Sookie would be fine…
eventually.

But would she choose to remain in Shreveport?  Her now former life and what few
friendships she had were based in Yuma, but she couldn’t return there.

That Misty was nice enough in her own way, and he wondered if she would be
willing to branch the catering business…

Sookie’s  phone,  which  along  with  her  purse  and  afghan  he’d  grabbed  before
leaving her home, had been instrumental in bringing a surprising new acquaintance
into his unlife.     During his first day awake keeping watch over Sookie, it had
started ringing almost non-stop, and he had impatiently grabbed it to silence the
device, but had somehow displayed the incoming call log instead.   All listed calls
had been from Misty.

Realizing that  Misty must  be worried because of  her  co-owner’s absence from
work and deeming the woman worthy of at least an explanation because of her
caring attitude toward his Sookie, he answered her next call, and soon enough an
acquaintanceship between the two began to emerge.

Although Misty’s scent had been purely human, Eric quickly realized that she held
neither fear nor awe of vampires.  While his own supe status would be revealed in
due time, he felt no need to expose Sookie’s otherness to the woman. As for an
explanation  of  the  “medical  problem”,  he  had  handed  the  phone  over  to  a
fortunately  nearby  Ludwig.  She  had  then  concocted  some  believable  story  to
explain Sookie’s return “home” for whatever emergency medical reason then, in
her gruff way, had dismissed the caller and returned the phone to Eric.

He admired the doctor’s ability to lie without actually lying.



As time passed and Misty called regularly for updates, he began to not mind so
much keeping the woman current on Sookie’s progress.  It seemed, in fact, oddly
nice to have someone real and completely unimpressed with his name to discuss
the situation with, someone who thought more of Sookie than just a favored patient
or her Maker’s barely tolerated “plus-one”.

During her frequent calls Pam had gracefully kept her opinions about Sookie to
herself,  and even her  voice  lacked  most of  its  usual  flare  when “the  telepath”
inevitably came up in conversation.  Eric appreciated Pam’s new-found friendship
with tact and hoped his child wasn’t biting her own tongue too often.

Then, during his fourth night by Sookie’s side, the miraculous happened: Willa
called.

Eric didn’t recognize the number but something urged him to accept the call.

“Northman.”

“Hi, Eric.  It’s me, Willa,” she said, her voice more uncertain than friendly.  She
quickly asked, “How’s Sookie?”

Eric walked over to the window opened to the night-time view.  If it hadn’t been
for Willa contacting Pam…

“You saved her life.”

“I…what?  Pam said  that  she  had a  bad reaction to  something because  of  her
genetics but  that  she  was  going  to  be  ok,”  Willa  stated,  her  choice  of  words
notifying  Eric  that  their  conversation  might  be  overheard.  Her  discretion  was
noted and appreciated.

“Come see her, and we will talk then.  You are welcome here.”

A  long  silence  followed  on  the  other  end  of  the  call  which  gave  Eric
encouragement.  The background noises hinted that she was in a crowded place,
perhaps a mall of some sort.

“My pilot can easily pick you up at the nearest airstrip of any size within the next
three hours depending on your location, and the plane will be light-tight.  Just tell
me where you want him to land, and he’ll be there.”



He paused so as to not give the impression of rushing her.  Even if she chose to
remain where she was, her call indicated at least the beginning of a wish to resume
contact with him.

It was a start.

“I…I don’t know, Eric.  There’s a lot of…you know.”

“Yes, there is, but we have time.  Come home, Willa.  Come see Sookie, and see 
your Sister’s “Palace”.  You know she’s dying to show it off.”  Eric smiled slightly
as he thought about Pam’s ill-concealed delight when showing off her sometimes
questionable decorating skills, and Willa unknowingly echoed his thoughts with a
corresponding snort.

“I bet she is,” she agreed.

Eric heard her exhale with a gust, and waited.

“Phoenix.  Tomorrow  night.  Call  me  with  the  details,”  she  said  before
disconnecting the call.

Eric immediately contacted his pilot, returned Willa’s call with the details, then
resumed his vigil.

Though the effects of the sedation had long since worn off, her moments were still
minute  and  limited.  He  would  watch  as  her  eyes  moved  behind  her  lids  and
wonder what she was dreaming, for surely dreams were what caused the rapid eye
movements.

As time progressed, he found himself more and more tempted to go into downtime
curled around her warm, still  form, to draw her into the circle of his arms and
protect her from whatever was in her  mind.  The need to remain alert and aware by
her side would always win, however, and so he would sit for hours on the side of
her bed keeping watch as he chatted briefly with Pam or visited with Willa who
had dropped in several low-keyed, tactfully polite times.

Eric…waited.

•~•0•~•



Fog.

Dark, thick fog…

Everywhere…

Nowhere in all and nothing…

Where…

What…

Still.

Nothing.

At first there had been nothing, dark empty nothing filled with dark for the longest
time, then a small something had been felt, somehow.

The small something had been on the periphery, untenable but she knew it was real
which made it real.

Then  there  had  been  nothing  but  along  with  the  nothing  came  some  sort  of
comfort, the feeling of comfort being nearby, empty but real.

The comfort had been the something, the nebulous thing she didn’t want to leave
when she went back to the dark safe place.

Then there had been nothing again but this time it was thankfully a little more than
nothing, softer somehow, but that same comfort was nearby and caring for her,
tending to her in some way.

The comfort, the something she thought maybe was familiar but she wasn’t sure, it
never left her, never left her alone as she drifted between the safe dark place and
the place that was also starting to feel safe.

The something that wasn’t nothing was waiting for her.

Something inside her that felt dim and damaged and tired relaxed as though for the
first  time in years,  something inside her let loose and inhaled and exhaled and
slowly  started  trying  to  feel  brighter  and  lighter,  finally, something  inside  her
rested, was able to rest, wanted and needed to rest.



Gradually the nothing kept becoming more than nothing, less dense and empty,
more spacious but warmer, and the comfort became more real and not just because
she willed it to be so.

The comfort seemed to heal the still dim but not so damaged thing that should have
been bright but was lighter and now able to rest.

Impressions began returning to what she thought was another part of her during the
less dense nothing times, impressions that she knew to be real in a way that had
escaped her for so long and the dim thing grew brighter and its wings seemed less
folded, but then the impressions would fade and leave her alone again for a while.

Finally she could breathe, could feel the air in her lungs while she dreamed the
foggy dreams but knew them to be mere dreams and not memories because the
memories knew themselves to be real memories.

The dim thing that should have been bright and light and filled with a beautiful
energy began to grow more and more and would remain brighter and lighter and…
peaceful.

Peace.

Peace was a ball of light in the sky, a ball of light in her hands, a glass of light to
drink, a light in blue orbs that came with a warmth she couldn’t name.

There  was  a  peace  found  in  the  less  dark  and  dense  times  now, a  peace  she
remembered having felt  once  upon a  time  but  it  had faded away and she  had
missed it but hadn’t known she had missed it but it was back, and she could rest.

Her head and her heart and even something she thought maybe was…she couldn’t
name it…they all felt clearer and easier to know and feel and be, and then she
slept…  A restful, natural, often dream-filled time where she knew there was light
shining just around the corner.

BNP: PT. 8

Eleven days after she’d arrived at the hospital, Sookie woke up.

As was his habit now, Eric was sitting on the side of her bed when it happened. 
Half an hour before he had finished his manipulations-turned-massage, then had



returned two texts from Pam before settling in to indulge in a brief survey of her
face.

That was when he noticed the change in her breathing pattern.

A few moments passed, and then as though truly waking from a simple nap, Sookie
began to open her eyes.

Eric allowed her a little time to grow accustomed to the mid-level lighting in the
room before moving enough to ensure her notice.

Dread had mixed with his supreme relief when she appeared to be waking, so he
had prepared himself for whatever reaction she might have to his presence, but
when she appeared to be only mildly surprised, he exhaled.

“Enjoy your nap, Ms. Stackhouse?”

He kept his voice purposefully light but knew his relief seeped through.

The expression her face changed from confusion to confusion mixed with surprise,
but there was no fear.

When she tried to speak but no sound came from between her parched lips, he
patted her shoulder and rose to grab the ever-present, ever-fresh small jug of ice
water Ludwig’s aids insisted on keeping by her bed.  He returned to her side and
pressed the button that would raise the head of her bed so that she could drink
comfortably, and held the heavy jug to ease the process as she slowly sipped from
the straw in the container’s top.

“I should alert Ludwig of your return to the land of the living,” he said without
conviction.

Sookie shook her head slightly, and Eric was glad to note that her expression now
held more curiosity than anything.

“Where am I?”

Her voice was raspy, so he held the straw toward her and was pleased when she
began drinking again.

“You’re in Dr. Ludwig’s hospital in Shreveport.”



Sookie’s face went blank in her disorientation, then she whispered, “Oh.”

A moment passed before she added, “How did that happen?”

“It’s a long story.  First, how do you feel?”

“Confused,” she whispered with a wan smile.  “But fine.  Actually, I feel better
than I have in a long time.”  She made a weak attempt to scoot sideways then
sighed with a low huff, “Here, move me over a little so you can sit down.  You look
awkward leaning over like that and I’m getting a crick in my neck looking up at
you.”

Eric laughed, his tone laced with hope and disbelief, and did as she asked.

He knew he should fetch the doctor, but damned if he wanted to do so just yet. 
This time with his Sookie held an ethereal quality he didn’t want to lose to reality,
not yet.

Once he was situated beside her with his long legs stretched out before him and
Sookie’s warm arm touching his, he made to speak but was interrupted.

“You…did you come to see me?  Before, at my house?”

Eric cringed internally but kept his face still.

“Yes, I did.”

“Oh, ok.  I was wondering if I dreamed that.  I’ve dreamed a lot of things, you
know.  How long have I been here?”

“Eleven days. Ludwig said you had a form of poisoning from minerals found in a
nasty combination in the Arizona area.”

Not liking his current position where he couldn’t see her face, Eric shifted around
just enough to rectify that situation.

“She had to put you into a sedated state to calm your Fairy side and clean your
blood with a machine.  You are well now.”

Sookie thought for a moment, her expression contemplative.



“Well that explains the lack of other Fairies in such a sunny area…”  Her tone
implied the solving of a mystery.

And then her face crumpled.

Unable to tolerate even such a small distance between them as his Sookie began
sobbing as though her heart was breaking, in a blur he stood and removed the
hospital bedding that separated her from him.  Once he had her gently hauled up
into his lap as he repositioned himself in the center of the bed, he wrapped that
horrible old afghan around her bare limbs and let her cry as best he could.

It killed him, but he knew this catharsis would somehow help her with whatever
had been going on in her mind.  He couldn’t imagine what she had been through
and according to Ludwig it had probably been a terrible experience for her.  He had
to know, though, so that he could help her to move past it all, but a large part of
him dreaded having that knowledge.

Just as he began to wonder if maybe he should have called for the doctor after all,
her sobs eased, and he used his long arm to reach for the box of scratchy generic
tissues on the bedside table.

Once she had mopped her face and no longer seemed quite as overcome, he raised
one hand to encourage her to rest her cheek against his chest then used his long
fingers to skillfully massage her upper shoulders and the tense area behind her
neck.

When he finally felt her take a deeper, calmer breath, he asked as he lifted her free
hand, “So, what’s with the blue nail polish?”

As he’d hoped, she choked out a laugh. “It’s a long story.”

He grunted and moved his hand along her shoulder to rub in another spot. “As a
vampire, I have all the time in the world.”

Sookie chuckled weakly, then let her head relax against his chest.

He allowed her the respite and concentrated on the feel of her in his lap. When that
proved to be a rising mistake, he lowered his head and sniffed the messy hair at the
top of her head.  She never knew.



Just as Eric was coming to the conclusion that he would have to move the woman
from his lap after all or have her accusing him of improprieties that he’d certainly
like to take at some near point in the future, her quiet voice drifted up to his ears.

“Why are you here?”

Eric wanted to lift her face to his so that he could see her beautiful eyes as he
spoke, but recognized that she might not be ready for that just yet, so he consoled
himself with holding her minutely closer.

“Because I have only now found you.”

“You were looking for me?”

He couldn’t tell if her voice was tinged with hope, or fear considering her previous
reception to his presence, but suspected both.

“If I had thought for one moment that you wanted to be found, Sookie, I would
have moved hell, heaven, and earth to get to you. Nothing and no one could have
stopped me. But no, I was not.”

The slumping of her shoulders could have been from relief or disappointment, and
again, he suspected both.

Another  long  minute  passed  quietly  as  each  became  somewhat  physically
reacquainted with the other.  Eric was simply savoring the gift of being able to hold
his Sookie in his lap when she quietly spoke.

“We said goodbye and you were gone, Eric. You were just…gone.”

The catch in her voice hurt his heart, and he had to swallow hard. He knew exactly
what she meant.

Giving in to the need, he re-situated her a little on his lap and lifted her chin. The
tears gathering in her eyes again almost made him wish he hadn’t.

He raised his other hand and smoothed his thumbs over her eyelids, and lowered
his head to speak against her forehead.

“Had you called out for me to stay that night, I would have gladly done so,” he
admitted softly. “And I would never have left your side. But your heart wasn’t



mine to claim then. Your heart wasn’t entirely your own at the time, and I knew
that.”

He paused, and while she didn’t say anything, he sensed she was listening with that
heart he so longed to be his.

The plans he’d made twelve nights ago, the logic he had applied to the situation,
the well-considered approach…they all flew out the metaphorical window.  With a
deep breath he went for broke.

“When I claim you as mine, when you agree to be mine and I agree to be yours, it
will be with our whole hearts. Whether you would call me your lover, your mate,
your husband…you will be mine, and I will be yours.”

He kissed her forehead then added, “I cannot share you with another in that role;
there simply wouldn’t be enough room.  I am a large man, you know.”

Sookie had listened silently to his words but to his delight briefly laughed at his
last statement.

Most importantly, she neither objected nor became upset. He breathed a sigh of
relief and allowed himself to relax minutely.

Knowing that she was still processing everything, he changed the subject while
simply holding her.

“What do you remember from the night I came to your home? How was I able to
enter?”

She shrugged, but didn’t offer to move from his lap, instead choosing to rub her
cheek along his chest as she snuggled back into his hold.

“You were able to come in?  Yeah,” she said as she paused to think back.  “Yeah,
you were able to come in, weren’t you?  Sorry about the orange juice.”

“Do not worry about it, but yes, I was able to enter without hesitation.”

Sookie started flexing her fingers into the material of his shirt and he sensed her
heart starting to beat faster, and began massaging her tightening back and neck in
hopes of belaying that rising tension.



“Well, I…I have a theory, maybe.  See, I used to have these dreams… Most of
them were  nightmares,  really  terrible  nightmares  mainly  about  Bill  and  a  few
others. I know I’ve dreamed that you saved me from him in several situations, and
I know I’ve dreamed that I’d invited you in so you could pull him off me or…or
whatever, but I… Maybe I really did invite you in during one of those dreams? A
lot of them were so real…so it’s possible.”

She shivered, and he immediately gathered her closer.

He  exhaled  deeply  and smoothed  his  cheek  against  the  top  of  her  head as  he
strongly suspected that some things went far  deeper than he knew.  Maybe the
mineral poisoning was actually the least of her problems…

“I would bring him back if only to end him myself.”

Sookie swallowed hard, then agreed with a nod.

“You don’t have to.  Ending him once was more than enough.”

She leaned back to look up at him.

“But eventually the dreams started changing and remember that you did save me
from him, and from some other things, too, every time.  Every single time.  Finally
the bad dreams stopped completely.  It took very nearly forever but they did stop. 
But not once during all that time did I ever have a bad dream about  you hurting
me, so there’s that,” she said with a bright, clear smile.

That not having bad dreams about him brought her such obvious relief told him
how badly her psyche had suffered.  He couldn’t help but think that most of the
damage  had come from Bill’s mechanization  and manipulations.  Certainly  the
damned mineral content of the Arizona soil hadn’t helped in the least, but she must
have been in a highly emotional state when she first entered the region for it to
have been able to affect her so deeply.

The intervening years had been far from kind to her, but she had survived…more
than survived.

Still…  The light in her eyes that first  night had held terrors he didn’t want to
imagine, and to his knowledge there could only be one cause.



He didn’t know what all the malformed coward had done to her, but regardless
Compton  needed to be brought back to life solely so he could torture him for a
thousand years.

Instead of concentrating on the infinite number of ways he would deeply savor
torturing Compton, however, he focused on the bruised but surviving lady on his
lap.

“There is that,” he agreed with slightly forced cheer. With a more natural smile he
added, “I can smell the meal carts approaching; are you ready to eat?”

She shrugged. “It’s ok. I’m not really hungry…”

“Irrelevant.  You  are  mortal  therefore  you  should  chew  at  regular  intervals.
According to the smells coming this way food is coming anyway.  Besides, it’s
time for you to see your grumpy little doctor.”

He laughed more honestly at her resulting expression, then extracted himself so he
could call for that grumpy little doctor.

•~•0•~•

Once Ludwig had arrived and he had been promptly shooed from the room, Eric
had flown to the rooftop of the hospital to think.

He wanted, ached, to scoop Sookie up into his arms and fly away to a place where
she could rest in peace and warmth and comfort.  She seemed to be recovering well
but the traumas in her mind and in her heart…they would take time to heal.

As he wasn’t a fairy hybrid he didn’t understand what had been going on between
her human side and her fairy side and that spark no one seemed to actually know
anything about, but as a vampire he did understand how the two sides of his own
psyche sometimes warred.  At other times and apparently just to be contrary, the
one side could also provide support to the other side.

Wherever  she  went,  he  refocused  his  thoughts,  she  would  need  good,  regular
access to the sun’s healing powers.  She would also need high quality nourishing
food for her body, access to fresh air, gentle outdoor activities,  and a soothing



environment to nourish her psyche, and few readable humans in the area to soothe
her mind.

An idea began to form.

Once  back  in  the  hallway  outside  Sookie’s  still-closed  door,  Eric  paced  until
Ludwig finally emerged.

When she saw him, he nodded toward the area where he knew her office was
located, and together, albeit with highly mismatched steps, they left to confer in
private.

•~•0•~•

Sookie  looked  up  drowsily  when  Eric  knocked  on  her  door  sometime  later.
Sleepily she mumbled for him to come in, and unsurprisingly the sight of his tall,
handsome form brought that curious lightness back to her heart.

She felt…weak.  Fragile.  Tired in a way that made no sense considering how long
she’d been in various stages of sleep, but even with all that she felt better than she
had in recent memory.

She just didn’t have the energy to do anything.

It was very annoying.

Things had been bad…really bad…so bad that she hadn’t even known just how far
below sea level she’d fallen.

But she had tried, she had tried and fought and clung so hard, and that in the end
was what had saved her.

Earlier when all the facts had been pieced together and studied, Dr. Ludwig had
been frankly  impressed with how well  she  had kept  herself  together  all  things
considered even as she was supervising her patient’s tiny sips of some sort of oddly
good beneficial broth.

“I didn’t know you had it in ya,” she’d exclaimed rather baldly.  Her next statement
mitigated it  somewhat.  “Fairies  aren’t known for  being made of  sterner  stuff. 



From what I can figure, your human side worked with your fairy side to save your
hide.”

She appraised Sookie’s countenance with a sharp eye then added, “You probably
feel like you’ve been put through the wringer.  You’ll get better, though.  It’ll just
take time.”

A look crossed Sookie’s face.

“What?”

Sookie shrugged, then gave into the stern look the doctor leveled at her.

“I just…  It’s just that…”

Displaying surprising patience, the doctor simply waited for Sookie to spit it out.

“How did I let  myself get so far down?  How did I…it just galls me that I let
myself get in such bad shape.  I should have known better.  I should have suspected
that something was up or been stronger or…or something.”

To Sookie’s eventual relief, Ludwig scoffed at her misdirected self-loathing.

“You didn’t do this to you.  I don’t know what was going on in your head when you
ended up in Arizona, but your head apparently wasn’t on straight before you got
there, and that just made the whole thing worse.  It happens, though.  You have to
remember that you’ve always somehow managed to end up right in the middle of
whatever hotbed of supe shit was going on at any particular point in time, and
since you weren’t raised knowing what to watch out for or how to deal with these
types  of  situations,  sometimes  it’s going to  hit  pretty  hard.  You  need a  damn
therapist and I’ll arrange for you to start seeing someone before you leave here.”

The doctor whipped out her ever-present notebook and scribbled a note.

“Now, from what I do know about mineral poisoning, it will fuck with your spark
and the way it  interacts with your body and mind.  You lucked out in that  the
human part of your system kept the physical damages at a minimum.  You’ll tire
more easily for a while, but if your Viking offers you his blood, don’t be an idiot. 
Take it.”



The doctor nodded to emphasize her words, then glared at her patient.

“And let me tell you something right now, little girl.  Tall, blond, and dead is crazy
about you.  If you want his blood to heal you, take it.  If you don’t, don’t, but don’t
doubt how he feels about you.  He’s barely left your side since you got here.”

Now  appearing  distinctly  uncomfortable  about  having  offered  her  unasked-for
opinions on private matters, she cleared her throat and continued as though it had
never happened.

“Your human side also worked  with your spark in some fancy-shmancy way to
help  keep  you  more  grounded  than  you  would  have  been  if  you’d  been  a
pureblood.  Your mind, though, wasn’t so lucky.  Since no one really knows how
that damn spark is going to act in that type of situation, I don’t actually know the
kind of miscommunications that were taking place between it and your brain.  I
suspect it was trying to protect you while at the same time using you to protect
itself.  I  can tell you that your spark is fine now.  Weak, tired, and probably still
jittery as hell, but fine.  Sunshine as you can get it will definitely help.”

She  muttered  a  harsh-sounding  expletive that  Sookie  was  glad  she  didn’t
understand.

“What you really need is a solid gallon of that damn light water but I don’t have
any contacts in that realm at present.  If I come across any in the near to far future,
I’ll get you some, but don’t count on it.  If anything could help that damn spark…”

She shook her head at the questions she could see in Sookie’s eyes.

“No one really knows how a Fairy’s light is going to act since they’re so volatile
and reactionary.  Even what passes for doctors among the Fairies don’t know a hell
of a lot about their own sparks. I almost feel sorry for you guys having to deal with
the damn things.  You’ll be fine in time, though,” she said as she rose.  “Gotta go…
have a were-hyena about to whelp in Labor and Delivery.  Good times!”

As soon as the doctor had toddled from the room, Sookie had set her almost empty
cup on the side table and lowered the head of her bed so she could stretch out and
rest.  Dealing with the doctor was exhausting.



Now that she was on the other side, now that she had survived the weird assault
from the damn dirt in Arizona and its weird effects on the weird spark she wasn’t
sure how to deal with even now…she still had to finish recovering from Bill’s shit,
from the damage he’d done to even the way she thought and felt and how she
processed things.

Talk  about  a  kick  in  the  teeth!  After  all  she’d  been  through,  she  still  wasn’t
finished!

But she could do it…had been doing it all along even against those odds.

At least  the Bill-colored glasses had been virtually ground into dust  out in the
desert somewhere.

Now she had even more to fight for, though, and damned if she was going to lose.

As Eric now approached the side of the bed, her most fervent wish was that he
would crawl in beside her and hold her as she slept.  For such a simple thought to
bring her such pleasure…

From what he’d said earlier, it sounded as though he wanted a relationship with
her, so it wouldn’t hurt to ask, right?

“Hey.  How much longer can you stay tonight?”

She didn’t know how late it was but it couldn’t be all that early in the evening.

“I can stay as long as you wish,” came his instant reply.  The soft look in his eyes
almost brought moisture to her own.  “This room is light-safe.”

“Good.  Scoot me over and get comfy?”

Eric immediately acted on her request, and very quickly found himself snuggling
with his warm, soft Fairy.

He relaxed when she rested her head on his broad chest, and lightly stroked her
back.  He could almost feel the waves of a normal and understandable exhaustion
coming from her body.

Earlier when he’d asked about it, Ludwig had agreed that now would be the time to
offer Sookie his blood if he still wanted to.



As if he would change his mind…

He would broach the subject when she seemed ready to hear it, but for now having
her in his arms and knowing that she was recovering was bliss.  He felt her inhale
to speak.

“Eric?  How is it you’re able to be here so much?  I’m glad you’re here, but how? 
Don’t you have empires to run?”

He felt her faint chuckle at her own words and smiled softly in return even though
she couldn’t see him.

“Easily.  I  have  a  small  army  of  over-paid,  over-educated  suits  to  oversee  the
running of everything and I’ve reinstated Pam as my Second to handle anything
they can’t.”

When he felt Sookie tense at his child’s name, he felt the sore place in his heart
give a twinge.  Some things would just take time.

“Pam…  Sookie, Pam is how I found you again.  Pam, and Willa”

In  surprise  Sookie  raised  her  head  and  blearily  searched  for  his  eyes.  The
confusion on her face would have been adorable if it hadn’t been for the history
between his two, now three, favorite women.

He nodded and hummed in the affirmative, then gently encouraged her to rest her
head on his chest once more.

“To shorten the longer story,” he somewhat misquoted the expression, “Willa had
ended up in, of all places, Phoenix.”  At Sookie’s start, he chuckled wryly.  “Yes,
Phoenix.  It seems that early one evening she caught a familiar scent while in a
shopping mall.  She followed that familiar scent at a discreet distance until she
confirmed it was you.”

Eric didn’t particularly want to admit the following, but was determined to have no
secrets.

“Willa and I haven’t gotten any closer over the years.  I’ve tried, but…  Anyway,
she has maintained irregular contact with Pam, though, so she called Pam to let her
know that she’d seen you.  I honestly don’t know why she thought to do this but



for  some  reason,  she  did.  Pam  through  her  sources  located  your  current
information, the name of your business, etc., and then…then she set me up.”

What started out as a quiet laugh soon turned full-blown as the incredible absurdity
of Pam, his child who had been so jealous and small-minded over Sookie once
upon a time, now being the one who actually arranged for him to see his Sookie
again.

Pam.

Would miracles ever cease…

At this Sookie raised up on her forearms to search his face.

“Pam set you up to find me?  Pam?”

“Yes  she  did!  I  had  no  reason  whatsoever  to  attend  that  stupid  conference,
certainly didn’t particularly want to, yet she was so  insistent that I go.  She even
brought Jessica into it and then nagged at me to get my hair cut.”

Sookie smiled as she eyed what she could see of his hair.

“I like your hair.”

He returned her smile and lightly scrubbed at the messy top of her mop of hair.

“And I like your hair.”

“It’s a mess,” she began, suddenly feeling the lack of a recent shower even though
she was sure the doctor had some way of keeping her patients clean with some sort
of troll magic or something.

“I  could  help  you wash it,”  he  offered  with  a  naughty  warmth  in  his  eye.  “I
remember  a  time  long  ago  when  we  took  good  showers  together.”  His  voice
became more wistful than teasing.

“I  do,  too,”  she  replied,  her  own voice  softly  contemplative.  “And it’s a  real
memory, not one of those things that I couldn’t tell if it was real or not.  There were
a  lot  of  times  where  I  couldn’t  tell  the  difference  between  wishful  thinking,
nightmares, and the real thing.  Most of my memories have gone back where they
belong now.  Some I’ve put away and won’t ever think about on purpose.  Some of



them I might keep them handy but probably won’t look for them.  But some of
them are precious to me and I’ll  take them out and watch them over and over
again.”

She let her gaze take in his face, the harder lines softened in the still of the night
with his woman warm on his chest.

“They’re mostly filled with memories of you.  If there’s one thing I know, Eric, it’s
that I miss those times with you.  I miss who we used to be, and I miss who we
could have been.”

“Me, too,” he agreed, suddenly serious but pleased…more than pleased… to his
bones with the direction of this conversation.

Logistically speaking, he knew that it was too soon, that he should be grateful for
the advances he’d made with her and that she herself had made about “them”.  He
knew she needed time to heal and deal…  It was too soon and he was grateful for
how well she was doing in so many way, but by fuck it was time.

He brought his hands up to cup each side of her face.

“This…this is our chance, Sookie. This is our chance to set the past right.  For once
there is nothing and no one hanging over us or between us.  Our paths are finally
cleared and they lead straight to each other.  There is no reason to rush anything,
but this is our time if you will have me.”

There in that hospital bed in Shreveport, LA, Sookie leaned her forearms on the
chest of the man, the vampire, the Viking who had saved her in her dreams and in
her real life, and felt wholly warm for the first time in that life.

It occurred to her then that maybe, just maybe, her Viking needed to feel as though
he “belonged” to someone as much as maybe she, herself, did.  Just because he
was big and strong and brave and had all the experience in the world didn’t mean
that his heart was exempt from desiring those tender feelings and the security that
came from knowing he was loved enough to be “claimed” by the one who loved
him.

And she did, she realized.  She did love him, had never actually stopped if the truth
was known.  She’d gotten lost along the way in the mires of could-a and should-a



hell, had lost sight in the end of who she even was, but that place in her heart
devoted to Eric had never actually…left.

The indecision she’d felt  back then made no sense whatsoever in this time and
space, those things had been left in a grave in Bon Temps and, oddly, in Yuma,
Arizona.

Yuma  really  had  saved  her  emotional  sanity  but  it  had  provided  a  dangerous
respite.  Those days were over and the need to be there was gone and not just for
the health of her spark.  She’d have to see if Misty would be willing to branch
out…

She  searched  Eric’s  intense  blue  eyes  and  saw  all  her  dreams  unfolding  and
relaxing and taking that first deep breath in real time.

His eyes…

That lovely blue, blue color of his eyes…

Following her gut which now had the sense to listen to her heart, her mind, and her
glorious, volatile spark, she placed her hand above his heart.

“Mine.”

BNP: PT 9 *AND THEY LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER*

Sookie rolled over and gazed at the fine features of the Viking dayresting by her
side.  The dim light coming from the partially open bathroom door cast a soft light
on his beloved features.

Even now she couldn’t believe he was there…or that she was “there”, either.

She smiled.

As seemed to be the case with “all things Eric”, once he had come back into her
life things had sped forward at an inhuman clip.

He was the embodiment of glorious pandemonium, and she wouldn’t change a
thing about him.



Sookie remembered with more clarity than she liked how at one time she would
have resented her Viking’s ability to turn her entire world upside-down.

Now, though… Now she knew that his “chaos” was actually far better organized
than she’d realized.

He still turned her world upside-down and probably always would, but she didn’t
mind – there was thought to his actions, thoughts and planning and a knowledge of
the world and the way it worked that he had and she didn’t.

Sometimes she liked his plans and sometimes, in the past at least, she hadn’t, but
Eric was smart and his plans no matter how far-fetched always had at least some
sort of reasoning behind them.

His muscular shoulders, visible above the bed coverings, were broad enough to
handle the problems he so willingly chose to bear, and his hands, although she
couldn’t see them as one was under his head and the other was behind her waist,
were more than big and strong enough to handle whatever came their way.

She truly couldn’t think of a single thing she would change about him even if she
could.

Well, maybe his tendency toward over-protectiveness, but even that was simply
one of the countless ways he showed that he cared.

Case in point… She smiled to herself as she remembered how earlier that morning
– well before the sun’s rising – he had encouraged her to fall asleep far earlier than
she’d wanted to.

There had been no way to avoid succumbing to the magic in his hands when he
struck with the massage routine…a fact he gleefully employed in his “make Sookie
go to sleep” schemes.

She hadn’t wanted to go to sleep. She’d wanted to stay up and, even though he was
holding out the goods on her where sex was concerned so  that wasn’t an option
just yet, sit on his lap and listen to the sound of his voice as he told her about
adventures from his past.



Until they could recreate some of their sexy times from his amnesia nights, being
cuddled on his lap with her ear resting against his chest as he spoke of long-ago
exploits, journeys, and insane characters that he’d known ‘way back when’ was the
best thing ever.

He enjoyed these times, too. She could tell from the bright excitement in his eyes
and the tone of his voice as he relived glorious “good old nights” with someone he
knew adored him as much as he adored her.

But  come  four  in  the  morning  and  ugh  –  bedtime  for  Sookie.  Eric  was  still
convinced that she needed healthful pampering and that “early nights” were a part
of a beneficial caretaking agenda.

According to his over-protective Viking self, she still needed to bake in the sun
every  non-rainy  midday,  now  didn’t  she,  which  meant  she  couldn’t  sleep  all
through the day, now could she?  So it was early to bed for her…

Try as she might, he still didn’t quite believe that she was fully well yet even after
having  willingly  taken  his  blood  on  her  first  night  away  from  Dr.  Ludwig’s
hospital.

Men…

She smirked a little – she had shocked him when she had offered to make it a
mutual bonding, and she could tell that he had come so close to accepting her offer,
but in the end he hadn’t so much declined as postponed a bonding between them.

Despite the tenting in his pants and the fire in his eyes and the fangs suddenly
appearing in his mouth, he had explained she had spent more than nine years in a
state of chaos caused by both her emotions and her fairy-light, and that he wanted
her to have a chance to get comfortable within her own self before taking any
major steps, even with him.

Sookie blinked away the mist in her eyes at his consideration.

As impatient as she was with both his wish to wait and with his over-protectiveness
– he still sneakily inspected her dinner and late-night supper plates to make sure
that there were at least three color groups on it…there was no telling where he had
come up with that dietary rule – she didn’t mind.



Not really.

Although  he  now more  than  understood  what  had  caused  her  reaction  to  him
during his visit  to her  home, the look in his eyes during the only time he had
discussed it at length had been more than enough to let him have his too-careful
way with her, at least for now.

She also figured that even he needed some time to come to terms with everything
that had happened between them in both the far past and the more recent past.

It constantly amazed her that Eric had put his entire life on hold to be with her.
With his globe-trotting ways she’d have thought he’d have been bored to death
with how things were going since he’d showed up on her doorstep, but apparently
not.

He had pretty much been by her side since she’d been released from the hospital a
week ago and he didn’t seem to be in any sort of hurry to leave, either.

All things considered, taking it slow wasn’t a big deal, not when she knew they
were both in it for the long haul.

She gazed at his beloved face from his forehead to the dip in his chin. He had his
head resting on his folded arm as he “slept” on his side, and his hair fell across his
forehead. His features were softened and more boyish in his daysleep, and he wore
the look well.

His arm was heavy about her waist, her body having simply moved under it when
she’d  turned  over.  The  weight  was  comforting,  steadying  in  the  security  it
somehow provided.

It was almost overwhelming how much had changed since she’d left the area so
long before, but even more so were the changes since that night less than a month
ago when Eric had first come to see her.

Sookie couldn’t imagine being without him now, didn’t want to. Even though she’d
had absolutely no plans to ever return to Louisiana, now that she was back and in
the arms of the one she loved the most, leaving simply wasn’t a thought.



She was fine right where she was, thank you very much…even if she was living in
one of the Queen of Louisiana’s royal residences.

Home…home was in Eric’s arms, even if “home” was temporarily Queen Pam’s
big ol’ house.

A snicker escaped her lips when she remembered the conversation in the hospital
when she’d found out that Pam was now a queen.

“Wait…back up, what? Did you just say that Pam, your Pam, is now the freakin’
Queen of freakin’ Louisiana?” Sookie couldn’t have been more shocked if she’d
tried.

Eric had smiled, smirked more like, then quirked that brow of his. Any concern he
might have had over her reaction was very well hidden.

“Yes,” he had then regally nodded his head, “I’m Maker to the Most High and
Mighty and Well-Shod Queen that Louisiana has ever known.”

Sookie had dropped her hands onto the bed on either side of her legs and gaped at
Eric for a long minute.

“How in the hell did that happen?”

She could just see Pam being the queeniest queen who ever queened all too clearly.

Eric had carefully watched her expressions as they danced across her face when he
told  her  all  that  had  led  up  to  Pam taking  over  the  state.  He  was  immensely
gratified that regardless of their history, Sookie seemed not only pleased for Pam,
but proud of her, too.

Sookie had blinked a couple of times as she digested all the information. She’d
made sure to appear properly impressed at the right times, and true to her nature
she had been. Of course she’d been glad that Pam had stepped in so quickly to help
her Maker; that part hadn’t actually surprised her, but it was still a lot to process…

“Just…just tell me this,” she’d finally asked. “How pink is her Palace?”

Eric had coughed to muffle  his  bark of laughter  then suggested rather  blandly,
“You can find out when you’re free to leave here.”



At first Sookie hadn’t believed that Pam had actually invited  her, the telepathic
Sookie she had loved hating, to live in the same state with her, much less in one of
her “royal residences”, but the blonde vampire had.

It had taken Eric several conversations to convince Sookie that Pam truly did mean
for her to stay there with him and that she was more than willing to provide for her
“human comforts”.

After all, Pam was the reason they were together.

That story had made her head spin, and she was still surprised that Pam honestly
meant for her to live in that “royal” house in Shreveport with Eric.

By the time Dr. Ludwig had given her the all-clear to leave, Eric’s permanent suite
and the empty one next to it had been combined into one enormous wing, and there
wasn’t a single hint of pink to be found anywhere.

Direct access to a private balcony for sunbathing just off a daytime living area had
even been built in for the fairy who still needed regular access to the sun and who
would be active during the daylight hours.

A small army of Weres was ready at a moment’s notice to pack up Sookie’s home
in Yuma – all they needed were her permission and the keys.

A supe chef knowledgeable in the food restrictions of the Fae had been brought in
and she was already in the process of creating a separate kitchen for herself offside
the regulation “royal” kitchen.

Pam, even while holding court in New Orleans, didn’t do things by halves.

That she was so willing to allow her Maker to move the one person she liked least
on the planet  into her  own home wasn’t the most  surprising thing that  Sookie
discovered, however.

It was that Pam had bought her house.

That seemed to be becoming a family tradition of sorts. Sookie had to wonder if
Pam ever made a child of her own whether that child would also end up buying her
house at some nebulous point in the future.



What Eric hadn’t told Sookie was that his progeny hadn’t honestly thought about
Sookie in years beyond the bare necessity.  During the hand-off of the deed from a
smug  Pam to  an  honestly  shocked  Eric,  several  truths  and  the  full  story  had
emerged.

At that time, Pam actually been glad that the telepath had pulled a runner.

Later, though, when her new Second, Jessica, had told her about the old house
coming  on  the  market,  Pam  had  taken  it  upon  herself  to  snap  it  up  before
subsequently glamouring Jason, who reeked of stale women and whiskey, to stop
with the fucking and the drinking and get the hell out of the area. He could find
himself a decent job working on the rigs for all she cared just so long as he got the
hell out. From what she knew the brat had always managed to find trouble with
both hands, so the area would be better off without him.

If she had accidentally paid almost double what the old pile of decaying wood was
worth, well, that was fine too. Expediency was worth the price and so on…

The house was worth it to Pam because, in her mind, it was still Eric’s, at least
that’s what she’d told herself when she’d had the contractors all-but take it apart
and  put  it  back  together  again.  She’d  known that  he’d  want  it  at  some  point
because of some memories or something or whatever.

Her Maker would have a marshmallow for a heart, wouldn’t he?

When she had presented Eric with the deed in his name, he had simply wrapped his
arms around Pam and thanked her.  Pam had flown back to New Orleans as if
gifting her Maker with his ex- and current girlfriend’s house was an everynight
occurrence.

Immediately thereafter Eric had called his lawyer to have the deed transferred back
into  Sookie’s name,  and had presented  it  to  her  astonished face  the  very  next
evening.

It  was  good to be  the  Queen’s Maker…and one of  the richest,  most  powerful
vampires on the planet.

Sookie  remembered sitting  there in  the den,  Eric  on  one  knee  before  her,  and
staring  in  shock  at  the  envelope  in  her  hands.  Jason,  it  seemed,  had  had  her



declared  dead  and  as  the  next  of  kin  had  inherited  everything…including  the
house.

The real estate agent handling the sale had disclosed to Pam’s agent that the seller
simply couldn’t face the memories and wanted to sell fast.

Privately neither Sookie nor Eric thought that was the complete truth, but neither
voiced their suspicions, and Eric certainly didn’t bring up Pam’s meeting with her
brother at the house after the sale had gone through.

Either way, Sookie was glad that if anyone had to buy her family home it had been
someone who would do so for Eric.

Since moving into the residence with her Viking, Sookie hadn’t actually seen Pam,
not even once, and that seemed to suit both of them fine. Neither held an active
animosity toward the other now but neither wanted to “rush things”, either.

Jessica was a different story, though. While they weren’t close yet, the two were
slowly forming a friendship of sorts…it would just take time.

She’d staked the redhead’s Maker, after all.

Jessica had told her during their first hug that she understood why Sookie had done
it, had admitted that she, herself, wouldn’t have had the heart to do it, but that it
might take her a while to get over it.

Sookie didn’t doubt that she would.

Jessica had been the one who had told Pam about Bill getting Sookie to stake him.
Pam for reasons no one ever knew hadn’t chosen to reveal  this  information to
Eric…who had unfortunately overheard Jessica’s inadvertent revelation when the
redhead had been talking to Sookie.

Eric…had been furious.

Sookie would have sworn the temperature in the room had fallen twenty degrees as
his expression changed from polite patience to barely controlled fury.

It had never occurred to her that he hadn’t known of Bill’s cowardly request or of
her eventual compliance…



Barely a minute later Jessica had wisely excused herself and, once alone, he had
immediately gathered Sookie into his arms.

A long while later his snarls had finally subsided enough for her to tell him about
that time, that cold, horrible time in her past, and how it had led to her flight from
the area.  He had held her close during her halting tale, had wiped tear after tear
and rubbed countless circles on her back as he encouraged her to purge her soul.

Even now at odd times growls would come from his chest and a certain fire would
light his eyes. She suspected it would be a long time coming before that stopped,
too.

She couldn’t blame him – she had a nice long list of things she’d like to do to Bill
herself if she could bring his slimy ass back.

Willa, she suspected, would gladly help her.

Eric’s dark-haired progeny had visited her in the hospital a time or three and had
proven to be an easy-going, laid-back visitor. At first glance, other than Eric they
had nothing in common, not really, but both were polite Southern women with
backbones a lot stronger than they were credited with having.

Their backgrounds were vastly different because of finances and opportunities, but
their upbringings and the changes in their lives because of the supernatural were
oddly similar, and that provided them with a mutual foundation beyond the tall,
blond Northman.

Sookie would be eternally grateful for Willa’s unexpected hand in getting her back
with Eric, and made sure the vampire knew it.

After catching the brunette’s wistful gaze directed at the Maker she still wasn’t
quite comfortable around, Sookie decided to give her new friend a hand of her
own.  She certainly hadn’t missed the wistful look in her Eric’s eyes when he had
lightly discussed his lack of relationship with his  youngest child.

While in the hospital and ensuring that Eric was present as always, she’d asked
Willa to tell her in detail how she’d found her, and afterward had allowed herself to
“doze off” so that the Maker and the Progeny might have some time together.



If the same happened again two nights later when Willa visited again, no one said
anything. Sookie had already secured Willa’s willingness to visit with her once she
moved into “the residence”, so her “nap” was once again well timed…as was the
next one.

During the conversation on the second night after she and Eric had moved in, Willa
had  revealed  to  both  of  them  that  Pam  had  taken  the  initiative  of  sending
glamoured humans to “DustyZona” to basically spy on Sookie and gather her life
and job information.

According to Willa and whispered to them only under the strictest of confidences,
Pam had taken a step back to see how happy Eric actually was in his current life…
and hadn’t been pleased with the obvious conclusion.

Her Maker needed a little Telepath in his life.

Dammit.

Apparently a portion of the staff had to be replaced the following night.

Willa had then whispered to both Sookie and Eric that Pam had most reluctantly
been almost proud of how well “that fucking little fairy” had done for herself.

Eric had been torn between anger and humor until Sookie had laughed so hard she
had to visit the toilet.

The next night Willa had taken her aside “to show the telepath her quarters” as a
way of having a private conversation. She had then confessed to Sookie that she
didn’t really hold anything against Eric now, that she in fact felt a little bad for the
guy  after  learning  everything  he’d  been  going  through  during  the  time  of  her
Turning.

She just wasn’t sure how to form any kind of relationship with him now.

Willa had been surprised by Sookie’s spontaneous hug, and the two had sat and
chatted for over an hour. During that time Sookie had made several suggestions
about how to get closer to Eric, mentioning at one point how Eric was a secret
hugger, that he liked fast cars and and mocking reality tv, and that he had a not so



secret appreciation for medieval woodcarvings. In turn Sookie had quizzed Willa
on Pam’s newfound tolerance for her telepathic self, and their hour passed quickly.

The thought of Pam being so reluctantly impressed still brought a smile to her face.

As her gaze lingered on Eric’s long lashes, she thought about her old life in Yuma,
her business…and wondered just how much of a hand he’d had to play in Misty’s
willingness to split that business.

She knew he would do anything,  literally  anything,  to  make her  life  easier, to
remove any possible worry or stress from her life, so she wouldn’t put it past him
to…well, something.

Whatever…if he wanted to do things to make it so that he worried less about her,
she wouldn’t cut up stiff anymore like she used to.  Not interfering with his desire
to help her would be just one of the many things she would do to make his life
easier.

Consideration went both ways, she’d finally learned.

While  she  would  never  be  a  doormat,  she  wouldn’t  be  a  recalcitrant  ostrich
anymore, either. They both deserved better than that.

Besides,  she’d  be  seeing  Misty  in  a  week,  anyway.  Her  co-owner  had  some
commitments to tend to then she was taking a week off to come see Sookie and
together they would scope out the Shreveport scene.

Because Shreveport needed another caterer, she thought with a snort. Well, if Eric
had anything to say about it, it did…

Shreveport…well,  it  wasn’t  Bon  Temps…seemed  like  another  country  when
compared to Bon Temps at that.

Since her  return to the area,  she’d made some discoveries,  many of which she
wasn’t sure how she felt about.

Well, she was pretty sure she knew how she felt about Jason.



Come to find out, about a year or so after she left, he had sold their Gran’s house,
made  some improvements  on  his  own house,  then rented  it  out  to  one  of  his
buddies and left the area to work on a rig somewhere in the Gulf.

The fact he had sold the house bothered her even though she realized he’d had
every right after the way she’d up and left.

The fact he’d left the area and, according to Eric who had been the one to tell her
everything, was apparently doing pretty well for himself was good, though. She
wished him every success but felt no need at the present time to look him up.

Reconnections could wait. She had things, and a Viking, to do in the meantime.

She  glanced  down at  his  lips.  That  was  if  he  ever  decided  that  she  was  well
enough…

Naturally she felt a bit badly for Misty, felt as though she’d left her in the lurch, but
returning even to close her house, much less her part of the business, was not an
option.

Besides, the woman needed a break anyway. With her personality, maybe she and
Pam…Sookie grinned.

Pam had done her a good turn, and turn about was fair play. Misty…well, it wasn’t
like they weren’t both gorgeous, successful, opinionated, single and lookin’…and
the creation of another division of  Tasty Morsels in Shreveport would  naturally
require several visits…

Eric would have been slightly terrified if he’d seen the smile that now graced his
Sookie’s lips as she made up her mind to officially  meet-n-greet  the Queen of
Louisiana within the next couple of nights.

She knew they would never become friends, that common civility was the best
they  could  honestly  hope  for,  but  they  both  had  one  huge  force  of  nature  in
common: Eric.

Somehow Sookie knew that the main thing Pam held against her was worry for
Eric’s safety and all the ways his involvement with the telepath could cause him
grief.



She just needed Pam to know that those worries were no longer valid.

It might take a while, ok, a long while, for Pam to see that things were different
now, but heck, she wasn’t going anywhere.

She looked at Eric’s sculpted chest.

Nowhere except crazy, maybe.

She looked quickly away and noticed the time. In about an hour she would be
having her second meeting with the therapist Dr. Ludwig had suggested.

The  woman,  Dr.  Thibodeaux,  was  a  full  Were  and  one  of  the  nicest,  most
unassuming yet most insightful people Sookie had ever met.

Both Ludwig and Eric had stressed to her that she absolutely must feel completely
comfortable with the person she talked to, that if she had any qualms whatsoever
no one would take offense and that there were several others she could meet and
innumerable others who could be brought in over time, but she had liked the lady
the first time she’d met her at the hospital.

They hadn’t had a session that evening – evening so that Eric could inspect her,
naturally. Their first session had taken place on the sunny balcony, and it had been
as hard as Sookie had thought it would be.

Hard, but good.

This time she knew to bring a box of tissues.

As she reluctantly rose from the bed, she, also reluctantly, pulled the covers over
Eric’s prone body. With a pat to his mighty fine ass, she went to the closet.

Between  Willa  and,  considering  some  of  the  outfits  she’d  found  in  there,  she
suspected Pam too, the large space was crammed full of every type of clothing she
could possibly ever need. There was a separate closet for shoes, purses, jackets,
coats as if she would ever need them, and bags.

After lunch, and then the session during which the tissues had been needed, under
the now overcast sky, she returned to their sleeping quarters, stripped down to her
birthday suit, and slid into the bed.



Just because Eric was determined to wait didn’t mean she’d make it easy on him.

She situated herself back into the “little spoon” position and hauled Eric’s heavy
arm back over her waist, and waited.

Eric was right, she had discussed with the therapist, in wanting to wait at least a
little while before mutually bonding with her.

While she didn’t discuss his wanting to wait about sex and how much she was
against that plan of non-action since she didn’t consider that any of the therapist’s
business,  she  felt  comfortable  discussing  just  about  everything  else  with  the
woman.

Her head was on straighter now than ever, and she did need this time to get used to
herself.

She had survived terrible  things,  she had seen and done terrible  things,  and it
would take her a while to feel settled in her bones and then in her new life, but she
would get there.

Some things would just take…time.

Even the idea of going out at night still caused what she now knew to be an anxiety
attack.

Eric had flown her to their new residence; that part hadn’t been difficult to bear at
all.  She was in the strong arms of the one who loved her most – how could she
fear anything just then?

But later, on her second night in their rooms, when he had asked her if she wanted
to go out and eat, maybe go somewhere since she hadn’t been any place for fun in
weeks…that had brought on an entirely different reaction that she still  couldn’t
explain.

She’d felt  her  skin starting to crawl  and her heart  speeding up and she felt  as
though she couldn’t bring enough air into her body to count.   Her chest hurt and
her head hurt  and she squeezed her eyes so tight  they hurt,  too,  but  when she
opened them…



When she opened them the look on Eric’s face had made her want to get hold of
herself, that she was freaking him out and that’s not what she wanted to do but she
just couldn’t stop and the thought of going out at night – at night in the dark around
people, people who weren’t…people who might…

He had scooped her up into his arms and blurred them through their rooms to their
bedroom, and the next thing she knew they were in the middle of that huge, lovely
bed and he had her in his lap and he was rubbing her back and humming into her
ear where it rested against his chest.

His words from that night still burned her heart with their love and understanding.

“There will come a time,” he had started whispering after her breathing and heart
rate had calmed somewhat but the shaking hadn’t quite stopped, but then his voice
had broke.

He tried again although his voice hadn’t been much steadier.

“There will come a time when the thought of going out with me at night will fill
you  with  joy  and  anticipation.”  He  paused,  then  said  with  more  confidence,
“There will come a time when we will make plans and do things that will bring a
smile to your face and a light to your eye, and it is ok that now is not yet that time. 
We will get through this.”

He had stopped speaking to tilt her chin up until she was looking into his eyes, and
the fire within them had warmed her soul.

“We will get through this.”

His  determination  was so  deep and so  strong that  she’d  had no choice  but  to
believe him, and later that same evening he had taken her flying.

And he had taken her flying once again the next night, and then the next.  So far
they hadn’t landed anywhere, he hadn’t even suggested doing so, but she had a
sneaking suspicion that when they inevitably did, she would be fine with it, well,
so long as he was with her.

That afternoon she had discussed the situation with the therapist who had reminded
her that while many anxieties had an easily recognizable root cause, many didn’t,



and that at least for now it was fine if she had no idea exactly why she was afraid
of going out at night.

Stressing over it would do her no good.  Instead, suggested the therapist, she was
to enjoy her outings with Eric, and simply breathe.

Sookie knew she wasn’t well yet, knew that there were no sudden cures for non-
physical problems, but she took faith in knowing that she wasn’t as broken now,
either.

Time had helped, sure, but the process of “getting well” took effort and thought
and dealing with things she didn’t want to deal with but would because the end
result was worth it.

She was worth it.

Her future with Eric was worth it.

A soft scoff escaped as she considered buying stock in the tissue company.  She
just knew it would take more tears to cleanse the pain from her psyche, but she
could do that.

She was strong, she was durable, and she was determined.

So, with a sigh Sookie decided to stop worrying about it that weird fear of the
night.  Eric had big shoulders and big hands – he could handle helping her get over
it.  And as long as she was able to fly with him, that part of the night, the night sky
above in all its glory, had no limits.

Softly and easily Sookie drifted off to sleep with memories dancing through her
mind of being in Eric’s strong arms as they floated far above the city.

•~•0•~•

Eric woke the way he always did: instantly and in complete control of himself.

After automatically scoping his surroundings and physical state of being the way
his Maker had taught him so long ago, he allowed himself the luxury of sensing the
warm, soft woman whose body was tucked so sweetly into his own.



Sookie…sweet, strong, Sookie…

His blood in her veins made accessing her overall condition easy, and he could tell
she was sleeping soundly if not too deeply.  He could detect no pain, no distress,
only  peace, and was pleased.

A moment later he inhaled his first breath upon waking, and realized his mistake
instantly.  The sun-warmed scent from her skin filled his body with a fire that went
straight to his cock.

He cursed as his black silk boxers tented at light-speed.

Ah fuck…

He clenched his jaw and ground his teeth, and when he tensed his stomach, he
froze.

A few extremely  subtle  shifts  later  verified  what  he  feared  –  his  Sookie  was
completely naked in his arms.

That… little… vixen…

If she had any idea how much restraint he had been using to be near her without
dragging her off to his bed…without covering her soft, pliant body with his own
and…

He tightened every muscle in his body and counted to 10,000 before daring to
relax.

He’d realized of course that she was becoming frustrated with his apparent “no
sex” policy, and while he was naturally pleased that she wanted him, it truly was
not his intention drive her crazy.

Much.

What he wanted…what he needed was a return to that closeness they’d shared
during the time he’d had amnesia.

That time held a precious place in his memory and he wanted it back so badly he
ached for it.



Before then he hadn’t known such an intimacy had been possible, and afterward…
afterward everything had been so fucked up that a return had been impossible.

Now…now he wanted her with the furious burning of a thousand suns and there
was no way she  could miss  his  near-constant  erections,  but  before  he allowed
himself the bliss of her body, he wanted that…that warmth back, that connection
with her heart that had meant so much to him…but only later when it was too late.

They had once been so close, and fuck he wanted that back before he gave into the
glorious temptation and made her scream his name.

There would only be one more “first time” for them and by Odin he wanted it to be
right.

He wasn’t sure what exactly he was waiting on but he knew he’d know it when he
felt it.

…if she didn’t drive him batshit crazy in the meantime.

When she’d claimed him in the hospital, and he knew it for the claiming it was,
he’d come so close…he clenched his fists in memory…but he’d known she wasn’t
ready, not then.

She needed time to get to know herself now, to know who she was now and find
peace with her past and strength to look forward to her future.

Although his body still hadn’t calmed down, he was now in much better control of
most of his reactions and could enjoy the sunny scent of her skin.

As he dipped his nose into her hair, he wondered how her second meeting with the
therapist that afternoon had gone.  He hadn’t pressed her for details about her first
meeting and had known she hadn’t told him everything that had been discussed
when she’d voluntarily talked to him about it, but since her overall being had felt
more peaceful than not when he’d checked their bond, he certainly hadn’t pressed
the issue.

She was doing well, he had to give her credit.



His fear for her health was slowly easing although he couldn’t imagine a time in
the future when he wouldn’t be paying attention to what she ate or did or how she
felt or if she was well-rested or…

Her acceptance of his admittedly over-protective actions had surprised and pleased
him.  Once upon a  time she would have thrown fits  worthy of  the brattiest  of
toddlers, but now she accepted his actions as proof of his love and adoration with
admirable maturity and tolerance.

With a smirk he wondered how much longer he could get away with it.

Abruptly  his  expression sobered when he recalled her  slight  regression several
nights ago.  It had broken his heart, but he’d already known to expect something of
the sort.  But just because he’d expected it didn’t mean he’d…expected it.

The memory still made his heart feel sore.

After  she’d met  with and approved of  Dr. Thibodeaux,  he had taken the mind
doctor aside for a chat while Ludwig had spoken with Sookie, and he had asked the
woman  what  to  expect  and  how  he  could  best  help  his  Sookie  to  continue
improving.

It hadn’t even galled him all that much to ask what he could do to help simply
because it concerned the well-being of the most important person in his life.

After their chat, the doctor had given him her numbers and email address and had
gladly invited him to send her any questions he might have as they came up, and
after Sookie’s breakdown about going out at night, he had done so.

To his eternal relief she had approved of his actions at the time and had gone on to
give him some pointers about what to do if, or sadly when, it happened again. 
When he had suggested to the doctor that he take his Sookie flying in the night sky,
her abundant approval had been a slight balm to that frustrated part of himself that
resented his inability to solve all his Sookie’s problems.

While he would gladly take the burden she suffered and carry it within himself, he
knew that no such thing was possible.  No matter how much he wanted to help, this
was a battle she would have to face and fight until she won it.  He would be by her
side, however, at every point along the way.  If she needed someone to give her



strength, he would very gladly give her his.  If she needed someone to lean on, he
would be there.

The only thing he couldn’t do was fight this for her, and it burned a hole through
his gut that he couldn’t, but at least she gracefully accepted the help he could give.

He exhaled.

One of the hardest parts thus far had been stopping himself from sending her too
much calm, strength, or comfort through their bond.  He knew she had to feel the
things she felt so she could learn how best to manage and control those feelings,
but he didn’t have to like it.  He would provide her with only enough of what she
absolutely needed to get passed the worst part then he would send only the usual
warmth and love.

So far it had worked, and they had been lucky.  He had thoroughly enjoyed taking
his Sookie up into his arms and lazily gliding around in the midnight peace above
the city.

If he had slipped a bit of joy and exhilaration to his beloved during their first flight,
that was fine, too.  By their third flight she hadn’t needed it.

He was sure she wasn’t aware of their ever-widening, and ever-lowering, path, but
according to the strong attention he kept on their bond she seemed perfectly fine
with their ventures.

His  arm  involuntarily  closed  around  her  waist  and  pulled  her  closer  into  his
welcoming body as he considered how far she’d come.

The  pride  he  felt  in  her  accomplishments  knew no  bounds  –  she  was  by  far
stronger mentally and emotionally than she would ever realize.

And if he could bring Bill fucking Compton back to life he would torture that son
of a fucking bitch well into the next millennium for the way he had treated her. 
That fucker’s life would be forfeit  but the death would be a long, long time in
coming.

He would bring fucking Lorena back and torture her for centuries just for having
Turned that Darwin reject…then he would go back to torturing Bill…



Eric’s fangs, already descended from the throbbing in his loins, elongated even
further as he contemplated all the deliciously evil ways he would ensure Compton
pleaded nightly for death.

“You’re not thinkin’ ’bout Billy-boy again, are you?”

The  softly  sleepy  voice  of  the  woman  in  his  arms  interrupted  Eric’s  vicious
thoughts.

He hadn’t realized he’d been growling.

Oops…

He snarled something that didn’t sound enough like a negation.

When she turned over to face him and her naked body stroked against his chest and
stomach, his eyes shut and brain stopped functioning.

No matter how hard he flexed his stomach or his thighs as he fought his natural
reaction, his cock wasn’t going down anytime soon.

He sensed her moving and mentally pleaded with her not to test what little resolve
he had left, but was surprised when he felt her hands on his face.

His eyes sprang open, and he looked down into her face.  The sweetness of her
expression calmed him, but only minutely.

“Bill’s gone, Eric.  He’s gone and like I said the other night, I’m no longer blinded
by his Bill-shit.  He’s no longer a part of my life and soon enough he won’t even be
a part of my memories, either, at least not enough to count,” she sought to reassure
him, her sleepy, furry voice making his cock twitch.

She slowly stroked her hands over his jaw and down his throat to rest them against
his chest.

“That asshole isn’t the one who came looking for me and he isn’t the one who has
stayed by my side for days and nights on end – you are.  And you’re the one I want
there,  Eric;  you’re  the one I  want  to  take me flying and don’t think I  haven’t
noticed how we’re getting closer and closer to the city, either.  But it’s ok because I



feel safe with you.  You make me feel things that amaze me but they make sense
because I love you.”

She smiled as her eyes filled with tears.

“You make me feel like I can do anything.  You make me feel like it’s going to ok,
like you’ll never let me fall no matter how high we go.  So fuck him, Eric.  Fuck
him and his shitty Maker and his ugly sideburns and that horrible accent.  Fuck
him and his  cowardice and his  stupidity  and fuck everything about  him.  This
might be a huge bed, honey, but there’s only room enough for two, and I choose
you.”

That was it.

That…that was what he had been waiting for even if he didn’t know it would be
those specific words.

Without conscious thought he moved from resting on his side to resting most of his
weight on his forearms…and on his Sookie as his body covered hers.

He lowered his head as she gasped in surprise and took full advantage of her parted
lips as he thrust his tongue in pale imitation of the motion his hips most desired.

As she stroked her hands down his chest to drift over his ribs, he arched his back to
grind his silk covered length into the warmth between her quickly parting thighs.

When she needed to breathe he raised his head.

“Are you sure?  Once we start I’m not sure I’ll be able to stop,” he growled as he
flexed his hips once again.

In answer Sookie raised her feet to his waist, hooked her heels into the elastic band
of his boxers, and lowered them.  With his assistance the dark silk was discarded at
the foot of the bed.

“Take me flying, Eric.  Make me soar,” she whispered as she lowered her hands to
cup his firm ass.  “I want to see the stars.”

The End.



•~•0•~•

OUTTAKE: ERIC REMEMBERS

This is a true outtake (if “outtake” is even the correct term) – the scene bits
were cut because they would have taken the story in a direction that didn’t
suit. This would have taken place in (starting in Part 7, if you’re tracking)
Sookie’s condo had she not, you know, collapsed. 

In these bits,  instead of collapsing in his lap (minds back up to the gutters,
y’all), Sookie would have gradually calmed down and realized that not only
was it really Eric in her home, but that he was holding her and treating her
very tenderly, and she’d have acted accordingly (according to how *I* write
Sookie, at any rate).

As you’ll see, this would in no way have fit the parameters of the story I went
with, but I liked these cut bits so much that I couldn’t just delete them as I
normally would. Since they’re “useless” I haven’t gone back over anything
much to expand, expound, and expunge where needed, so this *will* read a
little…bumpy, and creative license has been gratuitously taken (heh, a writer’s
privilege, don’cha know), but I hope you enjoy it anyway.

•~•0•~•

Sookie inhaled and exhaled as slowly and steadily as she could.

The chaos in her mind kept trying to tell her that she was fine, that she had nothing
to fear, but she couldn’t believe it.

There was a vampire in her house!

She was being held captive on her own couch by a vampire!

Vampires were never good for her…they always hurt her in some way, somehow…
eventually.

They wanted her for her blood and for her telepathy and they…and Bill…but…



But the vampire holding her on his lap on the couch wasn’t hurting her, though…in
fact…he was trying to…trying to calm her down?

The vampire…she was on a vampire’s lap…in his arms…but it…but it was Eric?

Eric was really here? Her Eric, the Eric from so long ago?

That was Eric?

His scent was familiar, and so was his voice…his voice…was he singing?

Why was he singing – was he singing to her? And rubbing her back?

Why was Eric here and why was he holding her and rubbing her back and why
singing so sweetly to her?

This didn’t make sense.

What was he saying…it sounded so sweet…so sad, and so sweet?

Exhaustion  finally  released  the  last  of  the  tension from her  shoulders  and her
stomach,  even  her  hands,  and  she  collapsed  into  the  inexplicably  comforting
hardness of his chest.

“Eric? Is that really you?”

Her broken whisper shattered any last resistance he might have had to the woman
in his arms.

He gathered her closer into the protection of his body and stroked his cheek across
her hair.

“It’s me, Sookie. I’m here and I’m not going anywhere.”

She sniffed and, once he gauged her intention, with his help she turned in his lap to
better see his face.

“Where…where have you been? I’ve missed you!”

As the words escaped her lips, Sookie realized that she truly had missed Eric, had
missed him far more than she’d ever realized, and as she looked up into his fierce
blue eyes…the blue tugged at a memory that seemed too cloudy to find.



The only things she knew for certain in that moment was that her Eric was here, in
her home, that she’d missed him painfully, and that he wasn’t flying away from her
again, not if she could help it.

He raised a hand and smoothed away a tear streak from her soft cheek.

“I didn’t know it at the time, but I think…no, I know I’ve been waiting for you.”

He shook his head then seemed to memorize her features.

“I’ve been working, living all over the world, but not…living. Had I known you
desired my presence,”  he stated lightly but  the strength of  his gaze proved his
sincerity, “I would have been at your door long before now, but I did not know.”

“And now that you do?”

The  cloud  seemed  to  be  receding  some,  but  while  vague  details  and  swirling
images seemed to be partially visible on the borders of her mind, something about
Eric made her feel something she hadn’t felt in so, so long.

“And now that I do, I intent to know you, Sookie.” He took a deep breath then
slowly exhaled.

“Much time and distance has come between us so in many ways we’re different
people now. I don’t know who you are just as you don’t know who I am, but I
suspect in some ways we never did, did we,” he said, his voice trailing off as he
glanced around the room.

Sookie was confused. She knew what he was saying, but felt she didn’t.

He turned his head to face her again, his gaze suddenly sharp and focused.

“Hi, I’m Eric Northman.”

The tinge of humor lurking in his eyes sparked Sookie’s own.

“Hi, I’m Sookie Stackhouse. I’m sorry I threw juice on you.”

•~•0•~•



Eric strode barefoot into the kitchen as Sookie was phoning in her dinner delivery
order, and grinned cockily at her when she went momentarily speechless at the
sight of his broad naked chest.

He’d towel-dried his hair but hadn’t done much more than finger-comb it, and she
thought he looked…delicious.

The way her mouth dropped open and her eyes glazed over soothed his orange
juice-soaked ego in a major way.

After she completed her order, she studiously avoided looking at him as she tossed
his shirt in the washer then concentrated on filling a small bucket with warm water.

“What are you doing,” he asked solicitously from behind her elbow.

“Gettin’ ready to clean up the orange juice from the carpet in the den before it gets
any stickier.”

“Need a hand?”

Sookie gulped as she stared with utmost focus into the slowly filling bucket and
Eric’s eyes danced.

As she gathered some cleaning cloths, paper towels, and a brush, she realized just
how tiny her kitchen actually was.

Funny how it’d been just the right size for years…

“I’ve got this. I made the mess; I can clean it up. It’s not like I’ve never cleaned up
spilled juice before anyway.”

Determined to keep talking, she led the way back into the den and started cleaning
up the juice.

She thought it was weird how she’d gone from totally terrified to absolutely fine
once she’d realized that the vampire in her midst was Eric, but chose not to think
too much about it.

Dwelling on the past had never done her any good.



“I finally got out of the waitressing business several years back but that didn’t
mean I stopped cleaning up messing. When I first moved here,” she said as she
worked quickly on the largest patch of juice, “I started working as a waitress for
this guy who gave me a chance at his restaurant, and as time went on, I became
friends with his daughter.”

Finished with the one patch, she moved to another and tried to ignore how sexy
even the vampire’s feet were.

“A couple of years ago I started a catering business with a friend of mine, Misty.
Her dad was the one who’d hired me but she and I became friends after a while.
Anyway we own a catering company called Tasty Morsels.”

She moved on to another spaltter just as Eric answered her.

“I know. That’s how I found you.”

Sookie paused from cleaning that small spot and looked up at him.

“Yeah? How?”

“One of the workers carried your scent on her hand, and another, this Misty, carried
one of your hairs on your shoulder. Apparently she had hugged you.”

He didn’t tell her that he still had her hair in his pocket.

She looked up at him. All that was said just a little too…innocently. She knew he’d
never have actually hurt her friend, but curiosity was nipping away.

“And?”

Eric rubbed the side of his eyebrow. This wasn’t going as smoothly as it could…

“And?”

Sookie  stood  as  she  dropped  the  wet  cloth,  put  her  hands  on  her  hips,  and
demanded with a narrowed stare, “Eric, what did you do to Misty?”

He held his hands out in front him and suffused his face with practiced innocence.
“Nothing!”



Sookie bent over, picked up one of the wet cloths and brandished it threateningly.
“Nothing? And what is your definition of “nothing”?”

Eric backed up a couple of steps and pretended he didn’t see the humor mixed in
with the seriousness in her eyes.

“I may have asked her a few questions about you,” he admitted evasively.

He was secretly thrilled that Sookie had relaxed enough around him to voluntarily
play…even if she wasn’t entirely playing…

“Eric…”

With no warning whatsoever, Eric inexplicably remembered his mother using that
tone  with  him.  Granted  the  pronunciation  of  his  name  was  different,  but  that
tone…that loving but “let’s have the truth now” tone…

The  stunned  expression  on  his  face  must  have  alerted  Sookie  that  something
important had happened because her  next  repetition of his name was said with
curiosity.

“Eric? What is it? What’s wrong?”

He  turned  his  bemused  gaze  to  her  face,  and  shook  his  head  before  smiling
broadly.

“I just acquired a new memory,” he joyously declared.

Her expression remained only curious, so he elaborated.

“From my  human  days.  I  remembered  something,  a  memory  I’d  thought  lost
forever, from my human times – the sound of my mother calling my name.”

His  booming  laugh  filled  the  townhouse,  and  the  orange  juice  stain  on  the
carpeting was immediately  forgotten as Sookie dropped the sopping towel  and
threw herself into his welcoming arms.

After a dizzying spin around the living room, he sat down on the couch and seated
Sookie so that she was straddling his lap.



“You did? You really remembered something new from so long ago?” He could
almost feel her excitement on his behalf.

He nodded happily, his blue eyes sparkling with a barely contained joy.

Sookie put her hands on each side of his face.

“Ok, close your eyes right now and think about this memory, the sound of her
voice.”

He started to speak, but she simply hushed him and stroked her thumbs softly over
his eyelids while silently encouraging him to think.

As he stilled so did she. Moments later his eyes popped open, and she tried to
ignore the red rimming his lower lids.

“You remembered something else?” She whispered to keep the mood quiet.

He nodded, and she grinned widely.

“Good. You can tell me all about it later. The food will be here in a few minutes, so
I want you to go to the bedroom, close the door, and crawl in the bed and relax.
Concentrate. You never know, you might remember something else!” Her voice
rose a bit in her excitement on his behalf, but she didn’t care.

She hauled herself off his lap and pulled his hand to encourage him to get up and
follow her suggestion.

Eric was almost in shock. Vampires past a certain age hardly ever remembered
anything  new  from  their  human  days.  Generally  they  rose  with  most  of  the
recollections they would have, but once in a very blue moon something new would
creep in. He was lucky in that he remembered a great deal from his human times,
but to be gifted with something new at his age…it was virtually unheard of.

Sookie.

Sookie had given him this miracle, a miracle that had led to another one. Not only
did he remember the sound of his mother’s voice – the sound of his mother’s voice
calling his name no less – but he remembered the context.



He gladly followed her suggestion and secured himself in the bedroom. Not only
was she showing him a kindness in encouraging him to recall as much as he could,
but he also needed a few minutes to himself to savor the experience.

Eric curled onto his side and brought her extra pillow to his chest. Savoring the
moment, he closed his eyes and allowed the sound of his mother’s voice to call to
that part of his mind that maybe, possible, held further unknown treasures of his
past.

In an instant his heart had flown back well over a thousand years. He had just
reached his pre-teenage years, old enough to do most of a man’s work but still
young  enough  to  gleefully  tease  his  mother  and father  in  the  privacy  of  their
quarters.

It had been raining earlier that day.

His chores were finished and he and his mother and father were sitting near the
hearth while his mother… She was sewing something… His father was whittling…
working the wood to create… He was making…something…

Eric forced himself to relax and be grateful for the hazy scene that was slowly
appearing in  his  mind.  Sookie’s pillows carried  her  scent  and he allowed it  to
soothe him.

It had been raining earlier…but they were warm and almost dry from their chores
as they rested inside the large room.

Even then he had been aware of his “elite” status, well, the “elite” status of his
family, and knew their quarters reflected that in their larger size and in the larger
size of their hearth.

Thanks to the weather it wasn’t very bright in the room. Since the rain had stopped
his mother had opened the wooden shutters on their two windows to let in what
day…

His breath caught.

Daylight.



He was remembering daylight even though it was heavily dimmed from what he
guessed was cloud cover from the previous rains. He surveyed the memory with a
new mind’s eye to search out and capture the now-odd glow of the sun’s light –
what minuscule bit there was – in a room not blaring with artificial illumination
but with warm fire-glow and candle light.

What soft light that did filter into the home of his heart was more than enough to
soothe his sun-starved senses.

It wasn’t a specific recollection but he remembered then that as the sun sank lower
or if a colder wind blew, his mother would go around the large main room tidying
the area and securing windows.

Windows then had been a precious if heat-sucking luxury. Windows now held an
entirely different feeling.

Eric relaxed as he greedily absorbed every detail he could and committed it to his
now eternal vampire memory.

And then he heard the gruff murmur of his father’s voice as the elder man spoke
kindly to his mother.

A spoon!

In his mind’s eye he saw his father’s large, strong scarred-up hand as he held out
the object of his industry to his mother. He saw neither person’s face, seeing only
what he would have noticed during that brief moment in time.

His  mother  took  the  surprisingly  delicate  item into  her  own smaller  hand and
turned it side to side as she admired his handiwork, and Eric recognized it for what
it was.

A wooden spoon…carved with quiet pride for his mother by his father probably
over a period of weeks during his rare downtimes.

The memory went dark at that moment, but Eric didn’t mind. He had a feeling that
Sookie’s voice, specifically the caring if faintly exasperated tone of her voice – a
tone used by his mother on more than one occasion – had unlocked a door that
wouldn’t be completely closed any time soon.



He would savor these new memories for the gifts they truly were.

The passing of several hours went without notice until eventually Sookie quietly
opened the bedroom door. Somewhere between awareness and downtime, a state
he’d only ever been able to achieve around Godric, Eric listened as Sookie opened
a  drawer,  removed  some  fabric,  then  eased  the  drawer  closed.  Afterward  she
tiptoed to the room’s en suite bathroom and had a quiet shower.

He placed the spare pillow back in its original position in hopes she would join him
afterward, and returned to mentally reviewing the precious new memories.

Two shocks to his esteemed system in as many nights,  not to mention how his
well-crafted strategies for bringing Sookie back into his life had been preemptively
shot all to hell…there was a lot to consider.

Sometime later he felt her slide onto the bed beside him, and was glad that by then
he had found his  balance once again.  He rolled over  to  discover  that  she  was
resting on her back and staring up at the ceiling.

“Did you remember  anything else?” Her  quiet  voice felt  to  him as warm as a
blanket fresh from the dryer on a cool night.

“Yes,” he replied with hushed joy, his voice as intimate as hers in the calm semi-
darkness. Light from a dim nightlight peeked through the partially open bathroom
door to help keep the hybrid from banging her toes in total darkness. “A few more
memories have resurfaced, and I have reason to feel that more may come, too.”

He sat up and leaned toward the foot of the bed to grab the folded light blanket and
spread it up to their waists as he reclined even closer to Sookie than before. Once
again on his  side,  he slowly placed his  hand on her flat  stomach and absently
smoothed his thumb over the material of her sleep shirt.

“Most vampires have powerful memories, some of course better than others, but in
general  we  rise  with  what  memories  we’ll  have  from our  former  life.  It’s not
unheard  of  for  vampires  to  recall  new bits  and pieces  as  they go,  but  it’s not
common, either. By the time a vampire is around 500 years old, though, they are
resolved to having lost everything not already remembered. That your voice…,”
his voice broke.



Sookie turned toward him and slid an arm around his waist in support. Despite
their height difference, when she turned her head on her pillow, she was able to
face him perfectly. Eric kept his arm about her waist and drew her a little closer.

A moment later, he continued, his eyes now locked with hers. “That your voice
brought back to life the memory of my mother’s voice…you do not know how
much that means to me. I had come here tonight wanting to reconnect with you. I
had wanted to know if we could find again at least the promise of what we once
had. Instead you have given me so much more.”

Some night he would tell her how much her subsequent actions had meant to him,
how much her encouragement and the time alone to welcome then come to terms
with the new memories had meant to him, but not just now.

Right now he had his Sookie in his arms, well, his arm, and the night was still
relatively young. Speaking of which…

“Do you have a light-safe place where I can spend the day?”

A strange look crossed her face before she burst out laughing. “Yes, as a matter of
fact, I do.”

At his raised brow, she laughed again, and the sound was music to Eric’s ears.

“When I moved in here these drapes came with the place. They’re the expensive
kind that look like regular curtains from the outside but are completely light-tight
even at the top, so get comfy, old man.”

Eric  solemnly  regarded  Sookie  for  a  long  minute.  From  what  he  had  pieced
together from Misty and from Sookie herself, she hadn’t had an easy time after
Compton’s bullshit, and in fact probably still had a ways to go before she reached
what would become her new “normal”, but his Sookie was a survivor.

She’d been…bent, bent and bruised and it would probably take him a while to
discover the depths of the damage and longer still  to help her repair it,  but he
would do it.

Sure, he owed her for caring for and protecting him during the witch’s spell, but it
was far, far more than that.



It would be a slow ride, a ride his libido was quickly coming to realize wouldn’t
actually happen anytime soon no matter if they shared the same bed or not, but it
would be well worth the wait.

He burst in his own deep, contagious laughter.

“Who are you calling old man?  And what’s with the blue nail polish anyway?”

(The End, srsly)


